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The Particles. An Interview To Alex Posada
Alessandra Coretti

Let’s go back to Villa Tittoni Traversi

and turn the spotlight on Kernel

Festival again, kermesse that has

opened the fierce festival season just

ended, and of which

“Digimag” immediately gave a cross-

section in the July-August 66th issue. 

The latest postcard I’m sending you

from Desio concerns one of the most

appreciated artists in this festival

edition: Alex Posada, a figure who was

able to satisfy both the most

sophisticated taste on interactivity

and the simple spectators who took

part in the 3-day Kernel festival.

Spanish passport, degree in electronic

engineering, Alex Posada is artist,

digital creator, researcher in the field

of interactivity, academic in new

media for master and post-graduate

courses and workshops. He took up

the artistic career when, settled in

Barcelona, started to cooperate with

musicians and local artists in 2002.

Since 2006 he’s been working as

director and coordinator of the

Hangar interactive lab, nerve centre of

media art production in Barcelona,

he’s co-founder of MID: Media

Interactive Design, and apart from

projects as independent artist, he also

collaborates with teams like

Neuronoise and Dorktbot Barcellona.

Alex Posada’s activity at Kernel was

very intense: a workshop entitled

“Open Hardware Lab”, focused on the

planning, production and prototyping

of electronic devices, besides the

exhibition – alongside personalities

such as Quayola and Angelo Plessas –

of his latest hard work “The

Particle” (2009), a multimedia

installation that tests the sculptural
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possibilities of light in relation to

speed, colour and sound.

“The Particle” explores also the

possibilities of POV, better known as

the persistence of vision

phenomenon, according to which an

afterimage persists for a few seconds

on the retina by giving its vision

back.In this particular case it’s used as

optical effect in order to define a

different space in which it’s possible

to plunge spectators, by giving them a

sensory and kinaesthetic experience.

Alex Posada’s work draws inspiration

from the universe creation processes

and even from the birth of life. It’s

technically made up with a heron-

shaped iron structure, equipped with

a light and sound system that can be

operated in three different ways: by

means of parameters entered by the

artist, of sensors that pick visitors’

movements through the show floor

up, or by means of a touch interface.

For all those people who wish to know

something more about the artist, his

website is:

http://alexposada.net/blog/. Here

you can find video extracts with

the making of his work, and an English

Pdf file with a very detailed

description of his piece.  I met Alex in

Desio and called him back while he

was returning from Ars Electronica, in

order to offer him an interview that

has immediately revealed to be a

pleasant talk at distance.

Alessandra Coretti: let’s break the ice

talking about Kernel Festival. How did

you find it? Not bad for being its first

edition, don’t you think? Was it your

first time in Italy?

Alex Posada: Kernel Festival was a

pleasant surprise. I didn’t expect the

organizers to be able to coordinate

such a rich timetable and to set an

already well-tested machine up for

their first edition. I liked very much

the idea of associating music with

video mapping, it’s something I’ve

never seen before. The exhibition was

edited in an interesting way too, and

the space, Villa Tittoni, revealed to be

a really charming place to organize a

festival like that. Moreover, for me it

represented a significant stage,

because it was actually the first time

I’ve had the opportunity to present

my work to the Italian audience.

Alessandra Coretti: at Kernel you hold

a workshop. Complementing the
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festival timetable with moments of

active involvement by the audience,

isn’t always a winning formula, but

now it’s more common and allows to

force the outdated logic festivals are

tied to – sometimes aesthetic

showcases, in which only the inner

circle of experts has the exclusive

privilege to take part – in order to give

birth to comparison, exchange and

free circulation of knowledge places

where it’s possible to confront oneself

with each other, exchange one’s ideas

and let the knowledge freely circulate.

Then, for you the role as academic is

nothing new, you’re often in touch

with those who could be the future

artists. I’d know what you think on the

whole about this and how you live this

role, if there are some messages

you’re anxious to get across and what

kind of feedback you receive.

Alex Posada: I think it’s of the greatest

importance to complement the

festival timetable with moments that

also highlight the methodologies and

the processes which underlie the

artistic practice, and not only its final

result. This is a trend that I think isn’t

very widespread throughout the most

festivals than it should be. The

participants would be more

motivated, and for their experience, it

would become more gratifying if the

artist who performs or exhibits during

the kermesse, shortens the distances

between work and public through

practical workshops which allow

spectators to enter into the process of

things.

Obviously, it’s not some sort of one-

way growth, there’s some significant

feedback for the academic too.

Personally, I’m very proud when one

of my students takes the artistic

career up and produces a work of art.

I feel somewhat responsible for them.

Alessandra Coretti: in an interview

recently released to a Spanish

magazine you stated that you don’t

feel to be an artist, but to prefer the

definition of multidisciplinary creator,

perhaps because of your education,

which isn’t literally artistic. But if I

asked you to trace an artistic

genealogy in which you can insert

your works, that is to say some

possible degree of kinship with artists

you feel – apart from the aesthetic

results got – to share an artistic

conception, an approach method

with, whose heir would you want to

be? And, which are the present-day
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artists who are similar to your view?

Alex Posada: this is a question I’ve

never asked myself yet, I believe that

this hard task will be entrusted to

some art expert’s new reading.  I like

what I’m doing and I do it without

thinking too much. I’ve got some

guidelines which I follow depending

on my own needs. At the present

moment, however, I prefer to pour my

energies into training new talents and

contributing my work to the

development of other Hangar artists’

projects.

Alessandra Coretti: when did you start

to apply your technical-scientific

education to the artistic field? Which

is in your opinion the bridge between

these two sectors?

Alex Posada: digital art, new media,

technologies in general stress the

strong link that binds art to science.

We’re living a period in which

anything can’t be taken into

consideration as watertight

compartments any more, and in

which everything mutually feeds. This

is very exciting because the period

we’re living in, reminds me of the

Renaissance when art and science

lived well together. Artists were also

scientists and vice versa, suffice is to

say that Leonardo Da Vinci proved

how these two branches can, or

rather, must go hand in hand.

Alessandra Coretti: let’s talk about

your latest work: “The Particle”, it’s an

example of generative art, could you

explain how it works from a technical

point of view?

Alex Posada: in “The

Particle” everything we see and listen

is the result of a complex system that

generates real time information. Its

processes are similar to pieces of

visual generative art, where shapes

come into life, evolve, die and then

regenerate without interruption. In

this case, the system works in the

same manner, but what we see is the

product of a kinetic structure,

equipped with four coloured

concentric spheres generated from

four pieces of pixel information.

So the result is a work that explores

the 3d light potential, starting from a

device which is very simple at a visual

level, i.e., made up with a heron-

shaped structure with a central shaft

around which four semicircular rings

(respectively 30, 60, 90 and 120
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centimetres in diameter) rotate at

different speeds. Every single light

ring is composed by a high number of

RGB LEDs and controlled by some

specific hardware.

Alessandra Coretti: “The

Particle” appears as some impressive

machine with an inner resonance of

its own, which kind of relationship do

light and sound establish between

each other? And, which one with

spectators?

Alex Posada: the visual processes are

perfectly synchronized with the

surround sound by means of the

programmed software by using the

MaxMSP platform: it’s the software

that manages all the real time

information, by using parameters

extracted from mathematical

sequences and functions. As a

consequence, it’s the creation of

tridimensional shapes and lights that

sparks an overwhelming, synesthetic

and sometimes hypnotic experience.

The goal consists in leading spectators

to live a contemplative experience,

which seems to be different from one

person to another.

The most important thing is not to be

afraid of letting yourself go and

enjoying it to the full. Obviously, there

are some people who don’t like this

kind of experience and consequently

the work doesn’t transmit anything to

them. Personally, despite I’ve been

travelling the world by exhibiting “The

Particle” for two years, I’ve still been

enraptured by its hypnotic charge as it

was the first time.

Alessandra Coretti: which were the

stages of the creative process for the

realization of “The Particle”? And on

the whole, in order to develop your

works, did you elaborate a sort of

“Posada’s method”? Or maybe are

your processes devised every time all

over again?

Alex Posada: I don’t devise a specific

method, a codified one applicable to

all my works doesn’t exist at all. Every

project is the result of my creative

need of a particular moment and of its

arising exhibition chances. I was

commissioned to produce “The

Particle” from Strobe Festival in

Amposta. In that period my friend

Mesa Blai was curator of an expo with

local artists on the origin of life theme.

I was asked to plan an installation on

this subject and since I’d already

tested the use of leds in my previous
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works, for me it was natural to use

them even in “The Particle” again. This

is my work’s genesis.

Alessandra Coretti: you’re not only a

soloist, but you work also with teams

like for example

Neuronoise and Dorkbot

Barcellona. What kind of collectives

are they?

Alex Posada: as soon as I moved to

Barcelona, I started working with

collectives

asRiereta.net,Telenoika, Neuronoise 

or Dorkbot Barcellona. We’re

essentially a group of friends with

common interests and taste. We

started to organize courses,

workshops and even entertainment

events. Our relationship has always

been focused on sharing, comparison

and reciprocal exchange of

knowledge.

Alessandra Coretti: you’ve just been in

Linz, as Ars Electronica’s guest, in

general you’re exhibiting your works

in all of the most important European

festivals, basing on this I’d like to ask

you which is in your opinion the

current state of health of interactive

art? Have we reached an impasse,

where technologies are often used

somewhat as skeleton key to actually

bridge an inventive gap? If you believe

that, from where do you think it’s

possible to draw new creative

nourishment today?

Alex Posada: I asked often myself

about interactive art, it’s for all the

world to see that in the interactive

field people are less inclined to

experimentation, so results tend to be

less interesting and innovative. From

my point of view, the last decade

experienced a creative explosion that

now is living its settlement moment.

This is comparable to what happened

to electronic music in the ‘90s: it

reached its creative peak and then fell

asleep on its results and became

repetitive.The real revolution under

way is that which regards means and

not contents.

The democratized access to new

technologies and the increase of free

hardware and software are allowing

to create things that some years ago

would have been unthinkable.   Now

everyone, not only who studied as

electronics engineer, is able to

develop apps more or less complete

by training oneself for a couple of

weeks. Open source platforms such
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as Arduino, Processing, PureData, and

OpenFrameWorks are literally

developing new work tools for digital

artists. I think this is the field where

art should fight its decisive battle for

the future.

Alessandra Coretti: I know that “The

Particle” tour hasn’t finished yet, so I

can’t say goodbye to you without

asking where will we meet you next

time and which are your forthcoming

engagements? 

Alex Posada: On 29th and 30th

October I’ll be at Lincoln in England

for Frequency Festival’s opening. At

the moment, I’m devoting myself –

almost full-time – to the creation of an

interactive design studio in Barcelona,

by means of which developing artistic

projects. Its name is MID: Media

Interactive Design, a centre

specialized in the production of

multimedia interactive projects, like

for example interaction design,

installations, performances…

http://alexposada.net/blog/?lang=en

http://www.kernelfestival.net/
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Tiago Pereira And Audiovisual. Documentaries
And The Oral Tradition

Ana Carvalho

Within audiovisual practices (defined

here as the combination of sound and

image and its combinatory outcomes

that include cinema, television, video,

installation), realtime is a defining

element whose existence is closely

related to technological

developments.

“Television – says William Kaizen [1]

referring to Stanley Cavell’s thoughts

– is a tele-technology. Like the

telegraph, telephone, radio, it is a

machine used for the real-time

representation of an event with an

unlimited distance between the event

and its reception.” At its beginning,

back in the 1920s, realtime (live cut

and paste/repeat) was a radical

technological feature that constituted

the televion experience. This

immediacy of live television expands

by covering long distances and

diffusing the same signal to many

viewers. Before the 1940s all television

“broadcasts had been live and had to

be repeated across different time

zones”.

Sequently, the Sony portable video

recorder from 1965 came to open new

possibilities to art making by

providing affordable access to

recording audiovisual technology.

Since then, the relation between what

is captured and its visualization on

screen is immediate. Deviated from its

original purposes, and facilitated by

emerging technologies, live capture,

cut and repetition served the artistic

purposes of many artists, from the

1960s and 1970s, interested in the

mergence of art and technology as a

way to question culture and television

itself, exploring to this end the

performative. [2]
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Nowadays, we look into realtime as

the feature of several artistic

expressions. To us, audiovisual

performers, the practice of the

ephemeral is a way to totally embrace

the present moment as artistic

expression. The nowness of the

realtime and the legitimating role of

the performer(s) through its presence,

are key elements of the performative.

Although technologies for capture,

editing and mixing have evolved

enormously since their appearance in

the market, the moment as artistic

practice expanded further into

multiple directions with

communication technologies fueling

the possibility of multisources and

multilocation (especially through the

Internet). Our contemporary

landscape of both customized and

authorial hardware and software

possibilities, fast connections and

small processors with great storage

capacity, presents a shift from the

technological to the conceptual and

crossdisciplinary.

The possibilities of realtime are

endless, as it allows the mergence of

expressions (dance and body

expression, sound, film, generative

graphics), the mergence of

knowledge (electronics and

engineering, sciences, arts) and

combination/re-combination of data.

When related to cinema, a practice of

recorded linearity, realtime opens up

new frontiers to an over a centenary

well defined practice. Realtime

provides other contexts to the

cinematic experience besides to the

cinema room. It proposes abstraction,

experiment and immersion. The

performative moment, the presence

of the performer and its interaction

with the audience demands a more

complex lexicon (that the cinematic)

to include loop, overlay, patterns,

distortion, feedback, participation,

and others, and other kinds of

narrative: multiple narrative, non-

linear narrative and networked

narrative. Its current features have a

technological origin that artists use to

develop concepts which challenge

definitions.
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This text looks at the performative

practice of Tiago Pereira to establish a

relationship between live audiovisual

performance, ethnography and

documentary.

Documentary is a non-fictional

cinematic category. Each

documentary focuses on a specific

subject of social-historical reality from

the director/author’s point of view. In

itself, documentary is a document

(has fixity), which establishes itself

already in oppostion to realtime

audiovisual performance (which is

momentary and therefore has no

fixity). What defines a documentary

has changed along with technological

and sociological developments and is

very strongly influenced by the history

of cinema.

European contemporary

documentary, strongly affected by

portable capture technology and the

great capacity of software editing,

tends towards the close connection of

the personal with the subject of the

film, as is the case of Les Glaneurs et
la Glaneuse (2000) by Agnes Varda

and exploring the experimental and

non-linear, as is the case of
L’HiStoire(s) du Cinema (1998) by

Jean-Luc Godard. Within a territory of

approaches to documentary as a field

that welcomes blurred definitions (see

mokumentaries, fictioned

documentary, etc.) and individual

expression, Tiago Pereira’s work

combines it in a peculiar way with live

audivisual performance.

Tiago records the arts, talents and

knowledges of the people from the

rural and secluded Portuguese

landscape onto digital format and

remixes it in realtime for an urban

audience.

Our conversation took place during a

journey to Cornwall where we both

met to work on our personal

contributions to the project

Decalcomania. [3]. Escaping from a

mildly rainy Summer afternoon, we

looked for shelter in the Jubilee Wharf

in Penryn, an ecological structure that

comprises flats, artist studios, shops, a

nursery and a café-bar. There,

between two recording sessions, we

talked for about an hour. The

recordings of our meeting form

Tiago’s contribution to this text about

the possibilities of audiovisual

realtime in documentary.
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“To listen is a way to understand

better the world and the role we play

in it - Tiago Pereira tells me – I record

sounds to make people aware of this

beautiful capacity that we all have

that is to listen: to things, to people

and to what they have to say about

their work, to the soundscapes, and to

music. I am really obsessed with the

idea of listening, and this is why I

collect and make visualizations of

sounds. The sentence “see this sound”

suits well my work. I am always

looking for ways to make visible the

sound and the people who make each

sound. The image is as important as

the sound, because seeing the sound,

where it comes from, is a way to

understand it better.

After the radio and the recording

devices, this capacity to listen,

connected with its visual source, has

been misregarded. My work stands

somewhere between the

ethnographic sound-collecting by

Alan Lomax [4] and the cultural

remixes by DJ Spooky. It is my

intention to abolish hierarchy in

music. Instead of a maestro and all

subsequent hierarchical structure of

an orchestra, I have all sounds at the

same level. In my performance, an old

woman singing folk songs from the

countryside, for example, and the

famous pop musician from Lisbon

who makes gigs for two thousand

people are equal in expression. The

video We Are Not Old Ladies Singing,
We Are Musical Instruments explores

this concept“.

Collecting

Travelling across Portugal while

capturing songs and instrument

playing, Tiago Pereira has been

developing a database of knowledge

that has been passed on from one

generation to another by musical

means. If not kept on digital format,

this knowledge would eventually be

lost. Tiago is not so much interested in

preserving culture as it is, but rather

to reinterpret it.

His position differs from the one of

the ethnographer: When

ethnographers and ethno-musicians

go to the countryside, to the same

places I go, they study people (and

their behaviours). My recording work

is different from the one of the

scientist. When I go to the countryside

to record the singing and dancing, I

am recording the sounds, not

studying their context. People are not
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subjects of a specific scientific study.

This is the big difference: I am an

artist.

Tiago’s methodology of work

encompasses audio and video

capturing, editing, collecting,

archiving and producing outcomes (as

live performances, video works and

video installations). Although the

director’s process related to

collecting, implies a methodology

similar to documentary film, once at

the editing stage it takes a different

route, the one of the audiovisual

performance.

All elements produce sound, and we

(humans) produce many sounds:

breathing, working, walking, etc.,

therefore we are walking (mobile)

musical instruments. Under a specific

concept or idea, these sounds can be

remixed and become music. So I am a

guy who makes music with the music

made by other people. My captures

are not only sounds but also visuals

which afterwards I transform into

samples. I treat each sample as a

living unit. Like a living cell that has a

life of its own but that also can relate

with other cells in infinite possibilities.

They allow infinite combinations

because each one of the cells has

different behaviours in different

contexts. To these different

combinations I call virtual mixes.

Archiving

It is important to have archives in

order to have material to remix with.

This is not a novelty, but when these

archives don’t exist they have to be

created. It is the case of the online

Portuguese channel called A Música

Portuguesa a Gostar Dela Própria

(Portuguese Music Enjoying Itself). [5]

The project MPAGDP is a database of

small clips available online. The clips

contain artists singing and playing,

across several generations, and in a

prolific mixture of styles. The

database is fed regularly with

recorded material by several artists. In

a stage of potentiality, this database

provides the visitor with access to the

diversity of Portuguese music, at the

same time motivating to use it for the

creation of new outcomes.
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Realtime

Through performance I take musicians

from the countryside to other places –

Tiago Pereira continues to tell – where

audiences can experience different

kinds of music. In art there is a

growing hybridism that allows the

blurring of definitions. Our society is

becoming hybrid and this is important

to me. I find a big charge of fascism

related to folklore in Portugal. It has a

bad connotation, because of its

relationship to fascism. We never had

a visible political concept for culture,

as we never had a cultural revolution

as such.

The only individual who attempted to

develop a strong political concept of

culture was António Ferro, and he did

this under fascism times. In the

attempt to bring up the essence of

culture, through folklore, he divided

the country into regions attributing

specific features to each one of them.

But reality is not categorized this way.

Obviously, after the revolution [6],

people detached themselves from

folklore and tradition.

This remains the norm to our days. It

is important to break this prejudice by

conceptualizing, taking things out of

their original context, finding ways to

make possible to show ethnographic

work.

Expanding on the conceptualization

of folk traditions and taking his work

to other contexts outside Portugal, as

participant of the Decalcomania

(

http://decalcomaniaproject.wordpres

s.com/), Tiago was in Cornwall in the

UK to record musicians and create a

performance that will be presented at

The Exchange Gallery in Penzance in

October 2011.

The musicians I am filming here (in

Cornwall) are not known, the same

way the old ladies are unknown to the

public in Portugal. My virtual mix will

provide the space for musicians who

live in Cornwall but don’t play

together, to actually play together

with musicians from Portugal. It will

be an intercultural virtual mix that

allows musicians from two different

countries to play, which otherwise

would be impossible to happen.

For those in the audience who don’t

know each of the individuals, it will

not be possible to distinguish

between Portuguese and Cornish
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musicians, because the way we

connect with music is the same

anywhere. The performance (this can

be almost perceived as a

metaperformance) allows music to be

celebrated and, through it, life to be

celebrated, too.

Realtime in audiovisual practices is

changing documentary, and the

combination brings different

perspectives on oral tradition and

digital culture. The capture of oral

tradition (converting its ephemerality

into digital documents) is the start of

a process towards the performative

moment (as ephemeral practice).

Both orality and performativity are

unique and permanently evolving (a

story is never told twice, and each

performance is also unique). As

evidence, the process is in the

database containing the collected

data. This process takes me to the

“story-collecting model for VJing” [7]

and the possibilities of non-linear

narratives as addressed by Paul

Mumford when describing his practice

and research as part of The Narrative

Lab.

The audiovisual performance
Mandragora Officinarium [8], is made

of collected material, recorded

musicians, interviews and

photographic images. The viewer will

experience an historic and cultural

insight into the use and accounts of

the hallucinogenic plant Mandragora

in Portuguese culture, through

descriptions, songs and spells. The

remix of visual and musical sources in

a complementary manner unveils a

multitude of meanings. This being

complementary in the performance of

documentaries touches a point in the

correspondence between what is

heard and what is seen, in a similar

way to that of Visual Music.

It is from the visuals that audiovisual

can be reached – Tiago Pereira

explains – in time-based aristic

expressions, it is through the image

that it becomes audiovisual. I am a

visualist. The visualist is a digital artist

that explores the audiovisual media to

its limits. This is what I am doing,

while telling people’s stories and

make them listen.

Documentary

“In oral tradition we listen to someone

singing a song, and then we play it our

own way. Between Penryn and
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Falmouth (both in Cornwall), the same

music is played by different people in

different ways. This happens all over

the world. We are always

transforming knowledge. By doing so,

we are making the tradition of the

future. The concept of tradition, when

it is perceived as the exact repetition

of the same, is very conservative.

That is against oral tradition. I locate

tradition in a different context, by

expressing that tradition is emission.

In this sense, having in mind the

endless possibilities of the remix, my

performances are within a tradition

achieved through remixing. We

construct the audiovisual archives,

and afterwards we construct the

archives of remixing, in a

transformative process of the remix

itself.”.

In the digital society we live in – Tiago

Pereiraconcludes – the same way we

have open source software, we also

have open source documentation. In

our post-cinema and live cinema

times is not necessary to seat inside a

black room doing nothing else but

looking at the screen. The cinematic

experience can happen while the

audience is having a drink or is talking

to their friends. The audience can

watch the director manipulating

footage live.

What is really good in performance is

that it cannot be repeated. Everything

is unrepeatable. Therefore, my way of

making documentary embraces the

unrepeatable. The documentary I’ll

perform here in Cornwall will be

different from any other. We are

documenting beings, always changing

and changing the documentation with

us. Documentary is in this sense an

open concept”.

Notes:

[1] -http://www.jubileewharf.co.uk

[1] - William Kaisen, 

Live on Tape:
Video, Liveness and the Immediate

, in

Art and the Moving Image, Leighton,

Tanya (ed.), London: Tate Publishing,

2008, 262 – 263.

[2] - Leighton, Tanya (ed.), Art and the

Moving Image, London: Tate

Publishing, 2008.
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[3] -More information can be found on

the project’s blog at:

http://decalcomaniaproject.wordpres

s.com [accessibile dal 23/09/2011].

[4] - Alan Lomax was a musician

ethnographer and collector of folk

music in the United States and

beyond.

[5] -

http://amusicaportuguesa.blogspot.c

om [accessed in 23/09/2011].

[6] - 25th April 1974 � Portuguese

revolution. For being peaceful, it

deserved the title “Revolution of

Carnations”, and indeed: a red

carnation is its symbol. It marked the

end of the longest dictatorship in

Europe’s history.

[7] - Mumford, Paul, Visual Music in

Cornelia and Holger Lund (ed.)

Audio.Visual – On Visual Music and

Related Media, Stuttgard: Arnoldsche

Art Publishers, 2009, 154 – 160.

[8] - Blog of the project Mandragora

Officinarium:

http://avmandrake.blogspot.com

[accessibile dal 23/09/2011].
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You’re Doing What? Make A Living Inventing
Your Job

Zoe Romano

The (long) way heading (by subway) to

the New York Science Hall, hosting

the World Maker Faire in Queens,

gives me time to read some free

presses and resume an article of the

sunday NYTimes I haven’t finished yet.

It’s a long piece about the twilight of

the US manufacturing sector, started

from the 50’s to nowadays [1], and

about the definite takeover of China.

At the same time, other articles are

dealing with the increasing

unemployment rate, and with the

even more worrying fact that one out

of three US unemployed citizen has

been jobless for more than a year.

From long-term contracts to long-

term unemployment. [2]

But it’s a fact that the Americans keep

themselves busy, they are pragmatic

and not afraid to get their hands dirty:

the month before they’re working in a

Manhattan’s skyscraper, and the

following one they’re working at an

experimental project in a Queens’ lab.

Yes, It’s possible!.

And this is the same atmosphere you

can feel @Open Hardware Summit

[2a], and in particular @Makerfaire.

Impossible and improbable projects

become reality and succeed in

achieving economic support through

tailor-made formulas and ad hoc

balancing acts. It’s not enough to have

a bright idea, you need to cultivate a

passion-driven team – more than a

money-driven one – ; to keep up with

people’s needs, and above all, to

commit yourself to spreading your

idea to people, so they can grasp its

meaning and foster it both locally and

globally.
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For example, this is the case of

Benedetta, originally from Italy, who

lives in the USA and co-founder, along

with Justin, of GroundLab. “In 2008 I

used to work for a design company

here in NYC. They started laying

people off and not hiring. When it was

my turn to be laid off we decided to

start with our company as we’ve been

working together on this project for

one year. Now we are busy 70 hours a

week. We don’t make loads of money,

it’s more a life’s choice”.

Their company deals with research,

development and prototyping; it

supports NGOs, research groups,

universities and relief agencies in

finding or creating solutions for their

businesses mainly basing themselves

on open-source technologies. They

presented their project @Open

Hardware Summit and now they’re

taking part to the Makerfaire .

Their stand is hosting a stuffed lion

with a collar. This is a tracking system

which monitors lions in Kenya [3], in

order to let them coexist with the

Masai warriors and their cattle. When

a lion is moving, the collar sends a text

message to researchers and one to

the Masai, in this way territorial

conflicts and further killings of the last

2,000 lions can be easily avoided

“Other companies are experimenting

in this DIY and open source direction.

They are focused on creating

products, we are still more focused on

services. Our clients come to us with a

problem, then if it becomes a product

it’s a good thing. More often is about

research, field testing or other

services they don’t have in-house.

We can support ourselves and our

business. We hope it will keep

growing, like it has been doing ’til

now. We have four or five full-time

collaborators and around 50 freelance

part-timers. They get payed but they

also keep the rights to all they

produce for us and can use it in other

projects. One of our aim is to bring

back small and medium

manufacturing to NYC and most of

the things we’ve been producing has

the Made in NYC’ tag”
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Benedetta’s partner, Justin, grew up

in Detroit and had been working in the

fabrication field for more than ten

years, mainly producing furniture or

artistic objects for people who can

afford them: “The majority of work

was custom furniture for rich people

or else working for artists. So a lot of

the shops are geard towards high end

one of stainless steel staircase, or

something like that- You’re not

making useful goods for people but

making luxury goods” But then he

adds But i think that’s changing. There

are different factors that now allow a

business like ours, addressing real

organizations and help them build

something to solve real problems”.

After this good chat with GroundLab’s

duet, Josef Prusa (a twenty-one year

old guy coming from the Czech

Republic) starts his display on the

main open-air stage of the fair.

Makerfaire’s live stage c is pretty

crowded and ready to listen to this

young developer of one of the open-

source 3d RepRap printers. We are

talking about the well known Prusa
Mendel, [4] more popular because it’s

easy to assemble, to maintain and

easier to replicate (i.e. to print the

pieces you need to create an exact

copy of it – autonomously – ).

At the end of his performance, Josef

accepts to have a little talk with us. “I

don’t work fully time on RepRap, I’m

actually a student, studying

economics. It’s definitely possible but

I chose not to jump for it quickly.

Because I saw other companies, when

you jump into business it just turns

into being everything about money

and the joy just flies away. If you look

for example at the Arduino team.

They had to be really focused on not

getting into this “money thing”. They

think about creating new things and

innovate.

I want to find something in the middle

between a business and the joy of it.

Everyone is basically saying this, but

in this context we can really create

new business models. Right now I’m

happy doing Rep Rap workshops. It’s

a nice thing to get in touch with the

guys who created the printer and with

the community. I enjoy to work with

the people and I earn some money

and I flew here to NYC thanx to one of

my workshops.”
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In spite of these concrete chances,

Josef explains how people are still

reacting in a stunning and fearful way

to the opening of codes , and the

most frequent reaction to this topic is:

“Ah you don’t have that patented?

how can you make money out of it,

it’s impossible!”.

While I’m walking through the Craft

area , I bump into Owyn Ruck, in

charge of the Textile Arts Center [5],

whom I met some days before, as I

was visiting Yield [6], a design

exhibition on zero-waste fashion. I

was not expecting to find her here,

engaged into showing how to dye

fabric with natural colours.

I stop by and start talking to her, in

order to get to know more about her

experience in New York. People

dealing – with design are often averse

to showing off too much enthusiasm

about DIY and everything concerning

the makers scene: “We organized

Yield to bridge design and making. In

the fashion world they need this to be

going on, they need people to

understand how this stuff is made.

If you want to design clothes and set

it at a high price point, people aren’t

going to purchase when the economy

is going badly if they don’t understand

why – And if this crafts are lost, the

fashion industry is going to be

effected as well and the professionals

will suffer as well if the average

person doesn’t understand this

information.While we don’t want to

be associated with one of those two

things you can provide this

information to everybody.

We see a lot of times that even

students coming out of the best

fashion and design school and won’t

know very simple things. Like they

never screen printed before and they

design prints. They work straight at

the computer to pump out products

without actually understanding the

process which informs you to design a

lot better. You can be more innovative

if you understand what’s happening ”

The center is based in Brooklyn and a

second space has just been opened in

Manhattan. They offer evening and

weekend classes (a 12-hour course for

a month costs approximately 200$

and includes the free use of the Open

Studio for practice), focused on

people who are already working and

need to update and/or deepen their

knowledge.
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Their instructors are mostly

freelancers mainly working as

designers, teaching in other

institutions, but also having their own

line of products and being consultant

for bigger firms. Owyn Ruck thinks

that diversification is the right pattern

to follow : “If you want to have a

profession around creativity you have

also to be creative about the way you

make your business”.

A different approach is the one at

Bare Conductive [7], a small London

start-up for the development of

conductive materials. This fall they’ve

launched their first two ink-based

products acting as a conduit for

electrical signals to run across a

variety of surfaces – human skin

included.

Isabel, one of the four partners,

explains that everything started from

the research undertaken during her

last years at Royal College of Art. “The

project came out of university, during

our years at Royal College of Art in

London and this was our thesis

project. The four of us developed this

idea of conductive paint with the idea

that you can make circuitry really

accessible to anyone at any level from

children to adults.

After we graduated we were

approached by Sony because they

wanted to use our paint for a video

with interactions of a bunch of

dancers. We did it and we saw there

was a potential market for this. We

started this company with a little

private funding and we worked on the

product for two years and this week

we just launched it”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4

SJCxN7xxxI

I ask her how much the opportunity to

be in a context with great freedom of

experimentation mattered, and how

much the economic slump affected

their career: “We did a course where

our focus was on experimentation and

it was very much based on the

process so we didn’t say: this is what

we are going to deliver but this is

what we are going to study,

experiment with and research. An

idea that would turn into something

or maybe not.

Being in an environment where you

have that freedom to experiment and

playing around.. without that i don’t

think we’d come up with the idea- I

think that hackerspace and
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makerspaces are incredibly valuable

because they provide people with a

space for experimentation, get new

ideas from different people and share

knowledge.

When we graduated in 2009,

economically was a terrible terrible

time to go out into the job market and

if it happened in a good economy

maybe we would have all just found

our dream job and go our own ways

but because there weren’t that many

options we stucked with hour own

idea. So in a way, it was a good thing

there were no jobs out there so it

forced us to see the value in what we

had.”

Nearby, under one of the biggest

shelter of the faire, another start-up is

making its own way, and this time in

the scene of products and services to

make prototyping easier and

quicker: Tinkercad [8] is an online 3d-

modeling platform for artists and

“makers”.

I’m going to talk to Mikko, one of the

founders, who immediately reveals

how at the beginning they were

“makers” too, exactly as the visitors

@Makerfaire. After purchasing one of

the first Makerbot 3d printers, they

realized there was a gap to bridge, as

professional 3d softwares were too

complex and not really able to

produce files that could easily

communicate with 3d printers.

“My partner used to work at Google –

Mikko explains me – then he had his

first child and wanted to come back

to Finland and decided to start a

company. I was changing job aswell

and decided to tag along and we’ve

been working on this for a year. It’s a

startup company, we are now five

people, we had a little bit of funding

and we are working to understand

who our customers are, what they

want to do and which features need

to support and stimulate them in

doing something in 3d”

Almost everybody

at Tinkercad gained experience in

web services and in the online gaming

industry, and from these branches

they draw inspiration in order to

create a system that makes them

sustainable: “Our idea to become

sustainable is based on royalties from

print services and also to put all the

models that people are doing on

Tinkercad, free for anyone to

download but if you have a small

business you might want to pay a
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monthly fee to have all your models

for yourself, your own garden or the

possibility to buy little things like

people do in Farmville.”

It’s just a mix of activities, experiences

matured elsewhere, which

reconfigure between each other to

create the right formula. From the

individuation of a need, to the

creation of a product or a service, to

its dissemination , sale and even its

re-design, maybe through feedbacks

coming from the community of

followers, up to the creation of

beginners’ and experts’ workshops.

All of these elements team up for the

sustainability of many projects also

based on open hardware. And all

these projects share a common

element which often emerges hearing

the words of their creators. It’s not

only about enthusiasm for what they

do, but mostly the fact of having

reached a concrete result : they are

managing to support themselves

working full-time on something which

truly fires them, and from which the

whole “makers”community can

benefit.

Notes:

[1] –

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/11

/business/is-manufacturing-falli-

g-off-the-us-radar-screen.html

[2] –

http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/201

1/07/21/long-term-unemployme-

t-by-state/

[2a] –

http://www.openhardwaresummit.or

g/documentation-2011/

[3] –

http://home.groundlab.cc/lioncollars.

html

[4] –

http://reprap.org/wiki/Prusa_Mende

l

[5] – http://textileartscenter.com/

[6] –

http://www.textileartscenter.com/yi

eld

[7] –

http://www.bareconductive.com/

[8] – http://tinkercad.com/
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Sonic Haiku And Invisible Cities. Yasuiro
Morinaga’s Sound Design

Pasquale Napolitano

Yasuhiro Morinaga is a sound designer

specialized in field recording. He gave

his contribution to various cinema,

contemporary dance, installations,

theatre and product design projects.

His target in field recording is

particularly aimed on rural

communities, natural environments

and concrete sounds.

His versatile approach on sound

design characterizes the high number

of works exposed in some of the

World’s most important

cinematographic festivals: Cannes,

Venice, Berlin, Toronto. His live

performances take the public to other

spaces and times, through the

intelligent use of sound narratives

concerning recording and

manipulation. He is the founder of

“Concrete”, a project that is both

performative event and academic

meeting at the same time, and takes

place every year in Tokyo. He has

recently been the curator of The
Cloud of Unkwowing, the sonorization

for Padiglione Singapore at the 51a

Biennale d’Arte in Venice.

We met Yasuhiro at Pescara’s Aurum,

during Memento Audere Web, a very

interesting event organized by Web

Italia Onlus and Comune di Pescara

from last September 23th to 25th. The

exhibition, claiming to be the digital

actualization of Cenacolo

Dannunziano, called artists and

creative from everywhere upon a

sharing path among digital

experiences and interactive

contaminations. Beyond Morinaga

himself, many others were involved:

Soundbarrier, Matilde De Feo, Bonelli

e Vele, Leandro Pisano, Roll, Bianco

Valente, Max Coppeta, Antonello

Matarazzo, Arago Design, Roberto

Bonu+Max Minna.
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Pasquale Napolitano: You had a long

experience in field recording and

performance in Irpinia and you are

ready for a long tour of sound

experiences in Italy and Europe (in

Florence at Tempo Reale Center, and

then at IRCAM in Paris and back to

Irpinia once again). Where is this path

leading you? What are your feelings

about “the sound of Italy”?

Yasuiro Morinaga: My interest for Italy

comes from cinema most of all. I have

always been fascinated by it and I

have always supported Neorealism,

with particular attention for dubbing

techniques and soundtracks. As for

your question, I found Italian

architecture radically different from

Japanese and other countries’, for

Italy’s long and glorious history

distinguishes it from all the rest. In

Italian churches, for instance, you can

perceive uncommon sounds not

audible in Japan.

You can feel this sound diversity even

in the architecture of bells and in the

noise of leaves bending to the wind or

to the passage of a car. After staying

in Irpinia for a long time, working on a

project consecrated to the third year

of their earthquake I also could

explore the difference of sounds

between that territory and my Japan

struck and flooded by the tsunami six

month ago.

Being sound an invisible means, I

think the time has come to

understand how to preserve it, as

expression of space and time,

intended as historic moment, using

the same procedure employed for the

study of landscapes or architectures.

By recording sounds from Irpinia and

putting them into a relation with old

ones, their mutation in the course of

thirty years is undeniable. If those

thirty years old sounds would not be

recorded, they could not be heard

today, and this goes on for today’s

sounds that will certainly be different

in the future.
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Pasquale Napolitano:You are a great

field recording specialist. What is your

approach to this practice? What is the

kind of relationship among landscape

and soundscape in your work?

Yasuiro Morinaga: Sound recording

means a fundamental work of

research to me. A research digging

first into a place’s history and origin,

and then passing through technical

aspect (microphones, recording

supports to be used, and so on…), but

the most important phase has a

cultural character (anthropological,

archaeological…).

Pasquale Napolitano: How does it

born the project “Concrete” instead?

How is it evolving?

Yasuiro Morinaga: The project’s name

has two fundamental meanings: on

one side it reminds of concrete music

and sound, on the other it refers to

the concrete. A hard material covering

the past. The project opened with the

organization of a International study

circle, and then passed to cinema,

installation and performance

production, always keeping a kinetic

approach, for we firmly believe in

sound’s kinetic value.

Pasquale Napolitano: You lived

important experiences in cinema as

well. I remember well the sonorization

of Earth (composed in collaboration

with Stefano Pilla and conceived to

support live images), short clip of

2009 by Singaporean artist Ho Tzu

Nyen, chosen even at Festival del

Cinema di Venezia, as Karaoke,

another 2006 work of yours. It is

interesting to see your approach to

this art form, very different from field

recording and performance live in so

many aspects.

Yasuiro Morinaga: Actually there is

tight connection between field

recording and cinema, though it could

seem otherwise. In cinema, in the

same way script, plot, dialogues are

studied, sounds must be planned as

well, for they are everywhere. When

there is no dialogue, it is the sound

that comes in describing spaces and

situations. Even silence makes sound

in cinema, if only for the grind of the

film. First of all I work on the script,
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trying to analyze it, understand it, and

then I think about how to record

sound.

In the traditional sound design of

cinema, dialogues have a mono

nature, while the environment are

recorded in stereo or surround and

the rest is added in post-production;

my approach is completely different: I

try to reinvent the technical

procedure, and consequently the

aesthetical one. I often use contact

microphones, or piezoelectric ones, or

unusual technologies of

microphonation for the voice. In any

case, I try interpreting the script under

a sound point of view.

Pasquale Napolitano: In my opinion

the work you do is recognizable for

the way you manage to stratify sound.

I was thinking about your work on

noble milk made for Interferenze, or
Land of Desolation, your work on the

Philippines presented here at Pescara.

What are the artists, not necessarily

coming from sound art, that

contributed to your education?

Yasuhiro Morinaga: I have always

been fascinated by Matsuo Bash,

important and uncommon Japanese

author of 
Haiku

, whose main feature

was to stay silent, listening to nature

and finally trying to put it on the

paper. In the same way I try to expose

nature through sound, after I plunge

in. I consider field recording as the

most similar form to Haiku.

Pasquale Napolitano: What are you

working on at the moment?

Yasuhiro Morinaga: Among the many

projects I am carrying on, there is one

featuring the sonorization of one of

the most important Japanese silent

movies, The Japanese Girl of Harbour,
shot in Yokohama in the thirties (1933)

by Hiroshi Shimizu, one of famous

Yasujiro Ozu’s collaborators, a sort of

road movie ante litteram.

Its peculiarity lies in the fact that I will

be recording sounds in the same

places where eighty years ago

Shimizu shot the movie; the project

involves Roberto Paci d’Alò as well

and it will end at March 2012.

Nonetheless, within a few days I will

be in Florence, where Centro Tempo

Reale asked me to write a new track

for PAESEGGI. Un mondo di suoni e

parole, fourth edition of the festival of

Tempo Reale, entirely dedicated to Le
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Città Invisibili, Italo Calvino’s

masterpiece. http://www.yasuhiromorinaga.com/
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Updates From The Revolt. An Interview With A
Syrian Activist

Mitra Azar

A month ago I entered Syria overland

from Turkey. After a couple of week in

Syria investigating, as an undercover

observer, the Syrian uprising, started

by then almost 6 months ago, I moved

to Beirut, searching for activists

working from outside the country.

Coincidentally, I got in touch with an

Egyptian activist who was there for a

conference and gave me the contacts

of a Syrian peer present at the same

event. I called him. No answers for

five days. On the sixth day, I received

a message with date, place and time

for a meeting. I was mainly interested

in the roles Syrian activists are playing

outside the country, and the modes

enabling the inside activists’ network

to provide almost realtime

information about the ongoing

uprising.

I finally met him. It was sunny and

pretty hot. K wore winter boots, jeans,

his long hair still wet after a shower.

Beard, taut skin, dark glasses. He

moved hurriedly, as if in a perennial

wait for an imminent ambush, or late

for something, hard-pressed.

He acted aloof, almost mechanically.

His fatigue was showing, probably

because of his workload. He told me

he had only one hour. The coffeeshop

was almost empty. Beirut was waking

up numb from the excesses of its

nightlife, empty and torn, as much as

reminiscent of its recent wars, whose

stories I heard everywhere from the

drunk voices of beautiful half-naked

Lebanese women.

Mitra Azar: Who are you and what are
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you doing?

K: I’m a Syrian activist hiding in Beirut,

Lebanon. Before it all started, I was

already writing critically about the

regime, but my main interest was and

still is poetry, I consider myself a poet.

Nowadays, I’m part of a network of

Syrian activists outside Syria, which

tries to help Syrians to spread

information from within about what’s

really going on inside our country. Our

aim is to topple Bassar Assad’s regime

in a peaceful way.

Mitra Azar: Why did you leave Syria?

K: I was under pressure. My name was

listed and they were looking for me.

From the beginning of the uprising,

the 18th of March, in Daraa, I tried to

access and spread information about

what was going on. We saw that

nothing transpired from the

mainstream national media, therefore

we decided to take charge in telling

this story to prevent a second Hama

[editor's note: Syrian town, where, in

February 1982, Assad’s father killed

around 30,000 people in a few

weeks].

Mitra Azar:  How did you manage to

get information and videos about the

first phases of the demonstration?

K: We talked to the people in the area

involved,  getting  information,

contacting  international  journalists

based in Damascus who then spread

the news around.  When we realized

that they were not willing to take any

information,  we tried to contact the

headquarters  of  the  biggest  news

agencies  in  the  Gulf  and  the  West.

During the first week of the uprising,

almost 70% of the information about

Syria  were  coming  from  me  and  a

couple of friends.

Mitra Azar: How did this network of

activists grow and how big is it now?

K: The network got naturally bigger as

the uprising grew all over the country.

I can’t say how big it is now, but it is

big enough to inform the world about

what is happening inside Syria. The

number of people involved in the

network is changing every moment,

we are suffering from the killings, the

arrests, and the kidnappings by Syrian

intelligence, but, day by day, we’re

getting new people willing to help, so

it’s really difficult to say.

Mitra Azar: I understand what you

mean, also because I can’t think of it

as a structured hierarchical
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organization, but I am rather

imagining it as a flexible entity where

each of the activists can work alone,

as well as interact with the others. Am

I wrong?

K: No, it actually works like that. You

cannot call it an online army. There’s

no established structure, but there are

fixed tasks to achieve everyday:

receiving videos, uploading them

online, contacting news agencies to

prove the reliability of the videos and

distribute them across the media

network, as well as across the

Internet, where they usually appear.

Mitra Azar: Can you explain to me,

step by step, how your network is

smuggling the videos out of the

country? I’m asking you about this

because I’m always surprised when I

see real-time footage of the demos

inside Syria on Al Jazeera, and I am

wondering how it is possible despite

the internet censorship which I

experienced inside Syria – where, for

example, to watch a Youtube video of

5 minutes, you need to wait hours.

K: We know beforehand where the

demonstrations are going to take

place. We send our people there, and

we ask them to shoot the videos. To

avoid casualties, we prefer them not

to take these videos from inside the

demonstration. Sometimes they rent

a room in a building facing the place

where the people will gather,

sometimes we have contacts in the

city willing to help our activists. Later

on, some of the participants in the

demonstrations are informed about

the presence of our men around the

area, so that they can deliver the

videos they’re doing from inside the

crowd.

Our network provides the devices

necessary to upload the footage of

the demonstrations almost in real-

time. From the beginning, we found a

way to introduce devices for satellite

internet to enable people to upload

the videos online bypassing

censorship.

At this point, they can decide to either

upload the videos by themselves to

our Youtube channels or to send us

encrypted mails with the footage. Of

course, all this process takes place

using proxies and software which hide

the IP addresses of the machines

involved. Our email addresses change

from time to time, and are not

attached to our real identities. At the

end of each session, the computer

cleans up by itself, deleting all
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browser history, etc…

Mitra Azar: What exactly is the role of

activists outside Syria?

K: We smuggle technology inside, and

people outside Syria, we talk to the

media, and we check the reliability of

the news coming from inside. We

upload videos when the activists

inside don’t have the chance to do it

autonomously, and decide to send

them to our mailboxes. We select the

most meaningful ones, and translate

them, if necessary. Yesterday, I

received around 125 videos.

Try to imagine the amount of work

needed to verify and prepare them in

form of texts for newspapers, radio,

internet radio, Youtube, broadcast. In

short, we try to be the physical, lively

and moving interface of people inside

Syria, whose movement and speaking

capacity is limited by the repression of

the regime. We’re their echo. The real

voice is inside, we’re just letting it

filter.

Mitra Azar: I’m often thinking about

how the Internet is creating reality,

instead of simply constituting another

layer of it. Paradoxically, the Internet

is working exactly on the same layer

of reality and, to my eyes, the whole

concept of virtuality, as something

separated or additional to reality,

does not describe properly the

relation within virtuality and reality.

K: Well, without videos uploaded

there are no demonstrations. Without

demonstrations, there are no arrests

and killings. Without videos, we can’t

contact either Amnesty or Human

Right Watch to prove that basic

human rights are being violated.

Therefore, I would say that the

presence of videos documenting the

demonstrations is as essential as the

demonstrations themselves.

Mitra Azar: Do you think that

Tunisians’ and Egyptians’ experiences

of online activism has been useful to

your network to avoid certain

mistakes that previous activists might

have made?

K: Starting from Daraa, we were

already planning to have modems and

phones working with satellites, just in

case the regime decided to shut down

the Internet and cell phones. So yes,

we were ready to smooth the impact

of the regime’s reaction, because we

had the chance to see how Egyptian

and Tunisian government reacted to
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the political and massive use of the

Internet done by their citizens.

Mitra Azar: When I was in Syria and I

was watching Syrian television, I had

the impression that one can describe

the Syrian uprising as a sort of battle

between new media and old media.

The activists upload videos on the

Internet, while the old media run to

get them in their broadcasting, either

to amplify or discredit them. The

impression I had is that mass media

try to run after the real-time efficiency

that characterizes the way new media

depict reality.

SANA (Syrian Arab News Agency), for

example, intercepts the videos

uploaded by the activists on Youtube,

and immediately sends its crew to the

place where the videos are supposed

to come from, to show they are not

trustworthy. What do you think about

the relation between old media and

new media, and how are you working

to prove that the videos are reliable?

K: Citizen journalism has changed the

way information has been distributed

until now. Now, we watch Youtube

videos on CNN and BBC, because

mass media have understood that

they cannot reach the precision and

the simultaneity that citizen

journalism can in portraying the

world.

Furthermore, social media work as an

echo for citizen journalists, as activists

can perform and deliver the whole

process – from getting the news and

shooting the videos, to showing them

to the world without necessarily

passing through the mass media.

The other important thing is how

activists build up their credibility

before mass media asking for proofs

and information. We built it up at the

beginning, verifying locations and

letting foreign journalists speak to the

witnesses. Verifying videos requires a

huge amount of time and energy, and

sometimes it doesn’t allow us to

follow up on all the events occurring.

Keep in mind that my impression is

that, at the end of the day, activists

are able to deliver around 25-30% of

what is happening on the ground.

Finally, I don’t think it is a fair question

to ask people under fire to be as

professional as a TV crew would be.

Why don’t Syrian authorities let

foreign journalists inside the country

and let them report on what is going

on? This is a symptom that something
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is going on, but they don’t want to

show it, right? This is more valuable

than accurate numbers at the demos.

Al Jazeera and Reuters fought for

days about the number of people in

Tahrir Square, the former saying one

million people were there, the latter

hundreds thousand. In any case,

something big was happening.

About the relation between new and

old media: I don’t think there is a

sharp line between the two. They are

rather fused together. But right now,

I’m not in a position that allows me to

analyze the matter properly, because

I’m in the middle of the battle and

don’t have the lucidity to do any

theoretical analysis.

Mitra Azar: Could you share some of

the main online platforms where the

infos about the uprising come from?

K: Sure. I think the one following is a

quite interesting list:

https://www.facebook.com/Syrian.R

evolution

http://www.facebook.com/SyrianDa

yOfRage

http://www.youtube.com/user/SHA

MSNN

http://www.youtube.com/user/fnnsy

ria

http://www.youtube.com/user/Syria

nFreePress

http://www.youtube.com/user/Syria

nRevolutionPL

http://www.youtube.com/user/TheC

reativeSyrian#g/u

http://www.youtube.com/user/Souri

a2011archives

Mitra Azar: What are you fighting for,

and what are your expectations after

all these months? Inside the country, I

heard that actually the regime is

getting stronger. Do you think it is
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true or is it just part of their

propaganda?

K: We and the majority of Syrians

want to get rid of Assad and his gang.

The regime is getting stronger only if,

by saying that, you mean that it’s

getting more cruel, brutal and violent.

K. glances at his phone for a while,

scanning quickly, as in a time trap or a

never-ending time gear. After less

than three minutes, he leaves. He has

already left some money on the table.

He says to look for him online, and to

excuse him if he will not answer.
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The “speculative” Exhibition. May Fiction
Redefine Reality?

Mattia Casalegno

“Speculative”, a collective exhibition

organized at LACE – Los Angeles

Contemporary Exhibitions – on

display from last June 16th to August

28th, finely resonate with the

uncertain and psychotic times we are

living in, shaken by financial

breakdowns, massive firings, and

environmental disasters.

While the so-called “establishment”

(the one percent of people gaining

huge earnings from financial

speculations) is trying to hush

protesters occupying tens of

American squares with the help of

condescending mainstream networks

(see the “Occupy Wall Street”

movement spreading all over the

world – https://occupywallst.org/),

artists, researchers, and designers are

wondering about the present and

looking for future scenarios.

Zach Blas and Christopher O’Leary,

curators of the exhibition, have put

together a team of artists and

designers – the most part students

from UCLA’s Department of Design

Media Arts – who use strategies and

aesthetics borrowed from science

fiction, speculative design, and

situational practices in order to

underline the disorders of

contemporary era and try to define

alternative exit strategies.

That’s what the statement for the

exhibition catalogue runs: “Nowadays,

we see this world as an unliveable

place on the edge of a total

reconfiguration. From the world
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economic crisis to the growing forms

of hate and control, until the wasting

of the heart, new frontiers and cages

scare the world as well as the field of

information technology and biology.

The commercialization of life, culture,

body and heart is the same all over

the world. Notwithstanding this, we

believe that inside such un-liveability

lies the potential to act and

programme new worlds and lives.”

“Actually, we are watching new kind

of protests emerging everywhere,

from the call to arms of militant

groups like The Invisible Committee

(authors of The Coming Insurrection,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Co

ming_Insurrection) to the student

protests, to the insurrections of the

Arabic spring, and the activism of

WikiLeaks and Anonymous.

“Speculative” is a unifying force

joining the work on display and calling

up the potential of political, cultural,

sexual, technological, biological,

economic, and ecological world we all

want.”

Almost all the works are world

premiere, or produced in the last two

or three years, and they are

characterized by different techniques,

styles, and perspectives. Among the

most “situational” works for style and

language, the work by Casey Alt

(who’s used to investigate the way

computer interfaces transmit power

and culture) pivots around a caustic

criticism of commercial design

intended as strategy to engineer a

social control.

In his project Slightly Sociopathic
Software (2007), Casey Alt uses the

aesthetic feature of detournement to

underline the (psycho) social and

schizophrenic aberrations emerging

from the lethal blending of

corporative ethics and amoral use of

social networks. The author makes up

a fictitious brand, VacilLogix, whose

mission is, in his words, “to encourage

sociopathy, one of the main driving

forces of human evolution.”

The mission of VacilLogix runs: “the

best way to make a profit is

contributing to deep cultural

problems with innovative solutions,

after all, it is not so hard to

understand that our world is facing

huge cultural problems. Anyway, we

see such challenges as terrific chances

to profit. Our confidence in the

project is based on the conviction that

sociopathy has ever existed since

social network came along.” The main

products of VacilLogix are softwares

“taking advantage of social networks’

power in order to get around social

rules.” The company produces four

killer-applications (
Deceptionist™ ,

EntitlementManager™ , StalkBroker™

and 
StatusGuard™

) “giving to people

the sociopathic attitude leading to

success”.
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Claudia Salamanca’s piece, Material
Evidence
(http://www.laclaud.com/?p=116) is

similar in intent less “situational” in the

approach. Claudia, a Colombian artist

currently working on her research

doctorate at the Rhetoric Department

at the Berkley University, investigate

notions of death and body in relations

to politics and power structures. In

Material Evidence, she employs a

video-document of the Colombian

Government’s Technical Investigation

Team showing a standard

identification procedure of a

policeman. Her revision proposes the

introduction of a disturbing element,

a sort of “black hole”, moving in the

video frame.

The inquiry on the relationships

between man and environment, is

central to the work of Pinar Yoldas, a

Turkish artist graduated at the UCLA

in 2009. Her project SuperMammal™ ,
NeoLabium™ and other species of
excess (2011) - http://pinaryoldas.info

is a series of specimen in small

chemical-lab-like transparent vases,

whose forms and physiologies are

inspired by possible reproductive

mutations of Mother Nature.

A real “biogenetical excursion on the

future of desire, sexuality, and

intimacy”: that’s how Pinar Yoldas

describes her own project, comprised

of three “creatures”: SuperMammal™,

a conglomerate of mammary glands

spreading in radial symmetry,
MegaMale™, a linear adaptation of

forms inspired to male organs, and
NeoLabium™, levels of labia arranged

in exponential way, with the potential

to grow endlessly.

These three works follow the series
Fabula (2009) –
http://pinaryoldas.info/Fabula/, a

series of mutant pseudo-creatures in

glass containers presented along with

various drawings and photos. Pinar

Yoldas’ inspiration for this project

came from the infamous “Great

Pacific Garbage Patch”, the “islands” of

submerged trash wandering in the

Oceans: she designed fictional mutant

organisms that could live in such

artificial habitats, questioning the

notions of artificiality and natural

habitat. “Willingly underlining the

differences between male and female,

microbe and human, organic and

synthetic, Fabula emphasizes the

awareness of our own body in

connection with the issues of

sexuality and mortality.”
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In a similar way Zach Blas works

revolve around issues of physicality

and sexuality, but with a quite

different aesthetic and approach. He’s

interested in the dynamics occurring

between new media, politics, and

queer studies. His project Queer
Technologies –

http://www.queertechnologies.info/

is a series of applications, devices, and

technological solutions aimed to the

queer activism, a sort of “highly

fictional” criticism to the current

communication technologies and the

hetero-normative, capitalistic, and

militarized attitudes that such

technologies have on us. Zach

proposes four “products” of Queer
Technologies::

Facial Weaponization Suite & Fag Face
Masks is a set of devices aimed to the

counterfeiting of biometrical

surveillance including ad example a

series of masks that “anonymize” the

users.

In Blas words, “today the existence

itself is a kind of control. Not existing

is the only effective strategy to

escape control. The Facial
Weaponization Suite makes our faces

invisible. Not existing means to be

absolutely deprived of any

representable identity that could be

intelligible because it is not coded in

any algorithm. Being not existing

dissolves your identity in the fog, and

fog makes riots possible.”
Gay Bombs

 is a sort of techno-

pamphlet and manifesto of queer

activism: “a mutant body, a multitude,

a terroristic queer disposition utilizing

the new sensibilities of technological

queer being.”TransCoder

, instead, is a

“Programming Pack of queer anti-

language”, a fictitious programming

language “oriented to the transcoding

between cultural and computational

levels”. Such fictitious SDK, inspired to

the fifth principle of Manovich’s new

media, flirts with the languages of

information technology and

semiology, offering “libraries inspired

by queer theories as an attempt to

untie the links of ontology and

epistemology of dominant

technologies. At the same time, it

breaks the flux between

heteronormative cultures, coding, and

visual interfaces.”
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TransCoder was used by Micha

Cardenas (also member of Digicult’s

network of authors and part of the

Electronic Disturbance Theatre 2.0) to

add “poetic content” to the

Transborder Immigrant Tool, a project

of “civil disobedience” focussed on

supporting illegal immigrants in

passing the Mexico/USA border.
Transborder Immigrant Tool offers

them a number of low-cost GPS

technologies:

http://bang.calit2.net/xborderblog/ .

This project was much criticized by

the media and groups of

conservatives claiming that the

authors were supporting illegal

immigration. Even the University of

California San Diego (the authors were

members of the university as

researchers and artists) opened an

investigation on the possible illegal

use of public money, but the case was

dismissed.

This project was not on display at the

exhibition but Micha Cardenas, along

with Elle Mehramand (artist,

researcher and Electronic Disturbance

Theatre 2.0 member) showed the

project virus.circus.laboratory (2011) –

http://transreal.org/, an installation

comprised of devices, interfaces, and

tools used in past performances in

which the two artists have employed

biometrical data, wearable

electronics, several haptic interfaces

and teledildonics.

The work realized by Xárene Eskandar

explores the relationships between

architecture, body, ––environment,

and society. Eskandar, researcher,

designer, and media artist with a

background in the fields of fashion,

interior design, and live media, is

interested in the symbiotic

relationships between technology and

human beings as an “attempt to

create meeting points between

dimensions and ecologies considered

utopian”

(http://cargocollective.com/xarene).

The work displayed, Architectural
Organ I / Skin (2011), is an evolution of

her previous creation Tentative
Architectures (2009), a series of

dresses that can function as “built

spaces”. Inspired by the idea of

folding by Deleuze and techniques of

origami, such “personal architectures”

get into contact with the body as

landscape, and, at the same time, act

as interface between body and

environment.
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In the exhibition catalogue, Xárene

states: “Folding is hiding, unfolding is

revealing. One fold holds inside these

two actions (hiding and revealing) in

the unique dimension of the folding

line. A fold means a number of

potentials waiting to be realized.

Then, one fold, a Deleuzian being-

becoming, the line-plan-as-form,

exists in the field of immanence, full

of possibilities. Desire is the key to

exist in such sense. Folding is the act

of inclusion-exclusion, containing

what’s inside and what’s outside, this

and that. One desires to fold and

unfold, or, in other words, to look for

potentials.”

Xárene sees in the folding-unfolding

dynamics a potential for new

relationships between human beings

and their technology and

environment, “while, a century ago

the scientific society made the man

more efficient, to his detriment, in

profiting, now the nets make new

relationships with nature available,

the production of knowledge for

knowledge’s sake is more efficient.”

Inspired in a similar fashion by the

relationships between humans and

the environment, the project by

Michael Kontopoulos, Water Rites
(2011) –

http://www.mkontopoulos.com/?p=

847 - is a commentary on the use and

abuse of water resources on our

planet. Comprising a two-channel

video and a series of sculptural props,

the piece offers a quite open-ended

plot where we witness an archaic-

futurist “water ceremony” between a

couple.

Kontopoulos, artist and teacher based

in Los Angeles, often uses elements of

fiction in his works, and for Water

Rites he was inspired by Robert

Heinlein’s novel “Stranger in a Strange

Land” (1961), in which a child was

abandoned on Mars and raised by the

Martians. When he went back to the

earth he had to familiarize with the

human uses and customs, included

the their consumerist relationship

with water. On the arid Mars the

exchange of water between two

individuals is a ceremony full of ritual

gestures that create indissoluble ties

between the two who become “water

brothers”.
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The project presented by Jeff Cain, El

Camino Real (2011) is another work

inspired by similar themes. The author

proposed a supposed botanic

expedition inspired by the

importation of an invasive mustard

plant introduced during the 17th

century in California by the Spanish

conquistador Gaspar de Portola. Such

importation signed “El Camino Real”, a

966 km route from San Diego in

Southern California to Sonoma. Jeff

Cain is an artist and designer working

with sculpture, video, sound,

photography, and performance. His

work place, Shed Research Institute,

is an organization for independent

research, projects of public art, and

site-specific projects

http://www.shedresearch.net.

Similarly to Cain, Christopher O’Leary

moves with easiness within the

languages of video, photography, and

installations: inspired by the

aesthetics of science fiction, cartoon

strips and North American media

history, he explores social phenomena

and narrative pop subcultures like

those linked by the idea of “super

hero.” In the work he displays,
Blocking the Exits (2011) –

http://cargocollective.com/chrisolear

y/#1475475/Blocking-the-Exits-2011>,

he creates a narrative based on an

apocalyptic world where four

characters incarnate the pillars of

civilization, on the verge of

disintegration – water, food, energy,

and communication.

Blocking the Exits is video produced

with morphing techniques

reinterpreting sci-fi atmospheres of

the ‘70s as well as contemporary post

production. With its futuristic and

cartoon-like settings, offers to the

spectator an hallucinating sensation

of uncertainty and anxious precarity.

A sensation – which somehow spans

all the projects in the exhibition – not

different to what many of us feel in

our every-days, while we try to give
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meaning to complex, adverse, and

basically unfair dynamics of our times.

Social, economic, ecological crisis,

crisis of political representation, and

of access to resources. Real problems

requiring real solutions.

And while art is better suited at

arising issues, on the contrary, design

shouldn’t give up delineating

operational strategies dealing with

reality: in some cases the language of

fiction can be a double-edged

weapon, but still one worth using.

http://www.welcometolace.org/exhi

bitions/view/speculative/
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Frederik De Wilde. The Invisible Boundary
Among Art and Science

Silvia Bertolotti

From April 13 to 15 August Lille’s Gare

Saint Saveur presented the collective

exhibition “Paranoïa”, including 29

mostly interactive installations,

located at the intersection between

art, science and technology. As the

title suggests, the goal was to

investigate the influence that certain

technological suggestions have on the

artistic imaginary, sometimes

producing “paranoid” experiences

regarding our life and perceptive

experiences. When the scientific

research meets the artistic practice,

the emerging visions are delirious,

that is, they are deformed by the

perception of the modern world, in a

futuristic, technological, ludic and

frightening way.

Among the presented works EOD 02
(Electric Organ Discharge) by Frederik

De Wilde particularly captured our

attention. The EOD 02 installation is

realized in collaboration with the

Bruxelles-based LAb[au]. It consists of

four mirror fish-tanks, located on

pedestals with an integrated audio

system. Each tank contains particular

species of fishes, mostly native of the

South Americans and African seas,

emitting electric signals. The project is

based on the electric field tension

caused by the electric charges

emitted in water when fish perceive

their environment and communicate

among each other.

The electric charges inside the tanks

are collected by antennae directly

linked to four speakers, that translate

the electric emissions into sound.

Furthermore, underneath each tank

there is a pulsating light bulb,

according to the intensity of the

signals emitted: in this way the

electric impulses from fishes become

tangible, visible and listenable, in the

form of light and sound.

The question concerns in this case the

relation between communication and

technology, not only for humans but

also in the nature. The work is located
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at the intersection between art,

technology and science, exploring and

conceptualizing this invisible and

intangible territory.

Frederick De Wilde is one of the most

interesting artists in the contemporary

landscape of digital arts, in particular

in that experimentation bringing

together the areas of robotics,

generative art and the so-called Nano

Art.

It immediately stands out how De

Wilde’s work contains a constant

allusion to the pictorial tradition and

the figurative arts, not only because of

the extraordinary aesthetic impact on

his artworks, but also because of his

philosophical approach to art as well

as his capacity to deal aesthetically

and creatively with science. This is

exactly the same approach of

Impressionists, Cubists, Futurists or

other artists such as Yves Klein.

And along his most recent works, we

realize all these elements. First of all

we become aware of this ability in

robotics, for example looking at some

works such as the UMWelt:VIRUtopia,

the 2011 installation made in

partnership with the Karlsruhe

Institute of Technology. This swarm

intelligence project can interact with

space, engaging with the public

through sound and light. This swarm

intelligence system is not just

autonomous, but also reaching out

beyond its own delimited boundaries:

the external reality where it locates

itself and the other intelligent systems

perceiving this system.

The De Wilde’s projects always open

infinite questions beyond the artwork

itself, reaching the experiential

perception of the audience and the

context where the work is physically

located. The latter is also composed

of physical elements acquiring, in this

way, an aesthetic value: light, sound,

space, emptiness.

Moving out from the plastic

dimension of robotics, De Wilde has

also explored the generative art with

unique and impressive results. For

instance, in the series NRS Z.space. As

the artist asserts it in his statement,

his intent is to “paint with data”, in

order to bring together generative art

and traditional painting. The new

landscape of the Twentieth century is

made of visual abstract-no-

-figurative elements in a digital and

informatics model. Artworks such as
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Vectors 4 [UN]Certainty or On Fire are

perfect examples of this evocative

and profound graphics.

The audience is not only suspended

between visual imaginaries futurists

and pictorial, but also, here as in

robotics, in a partially unknown

territory born from the interactive

encounter between art and science,

where determinism gives way to

creation, and technology becomes an

aesthetic and philosophical

instrument.

Another extremely interesting topic

explored by De Wilde is the one

presented with the series Qu[Art]z,

where we find again the aesthetics of

Nano art and its central time vision.

But here the work is a completely

open exploration, a sort of

challenge/possibility to make the

audio-visual translation of a natural

phenomenon such as the physical

modification and transformation of

crystals, recorded and shot in its

various phases. In order to understand

these topics, we have met the author.

Sivia Bertolotti: Your work EOD 02

was presented at the Paranoia

collective, an exhibit exploring the

collective imagination of science

intersecting the arts. What is the

relationship between science and art?

Do you think it’s an interaction, a

reciprocal influence or do you see a

form of communication?

Frederik De Wilde: It would be

sufficient to review history, from the

Renaissance to the Positivism, to the

contemporary era, to see that the

relationship between art and science

has always been very intimate. I

believe that the boundary that

separates the two fields is pretty

labile, as it consists of different

approaches to the natural world, and

reality. Art certainly involves more the

subconscious sphere, while science is

characterized by the empirical

observation of objective phenomena.

However, science is not that different

from art, it’s just two different

perspectives on things. In terms of the

presence of science in a more artistic

sphere, we have a series of examples

in the course of history: think about

Monet, to cite a known name, and

think about how the impressionists

interpreted light as a phenomenon

and how they understood observation

in general. Let me also mention the

Bauhaus.
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In any case, what’s interesting is the

kind of approach to a natural

phenomenon like light, and the way in

which it is perceived and observed. I

therefore think that the intersection

between art and science is one still to

be explored, beyond any Western

dualism. Nano art, for instance, is

located right in the middle of this

point of intersection and

communication, often “invisible” to

our eyes.

Sivia Bertolotti: Speaking of Nano art,

on your website you write: “The
conceptual crux of his artistic praxis
are the notions of the intangible,
inaudible, invisible”. This is then what

you call Nano art. Could you maybe

tell us more about it and why this

invisible point is at the intersection

between art, science and technology?

Frederik De Wilde: Nano art is an

attempt to make visible what is not.

The crux here is once again the

perception of a reality that is assumed

invisible. On the contrary, it is only a

matter of access to a new dimension

of reality, invisible to the human eye,

but not through the use of specific

instruments. This concept can be

found in the video Power of Ten by

Charles and Eames, showing how

nature is articulated in magnitudes,

scales, size, degrees which we don’t

know. There is a whole complexity out

there , invisible, to which only

technology and its means can gain

access.

Sivia Bertolotti: In your Nano art

projects, especially in the Nano

landscapes, you employed tools like

scanning electron microscopes and

atomic force microscopes. In EOD 02
there are sensors and antennas. What

is the role of technology in your

artistic creations?

Frederik De Wilde: As I mentioned

before, technology is a means that

gives access to a dimension different

from the one we usually access daily

with our five senses. Essentially, it is a

tool of exploration. Sometimes I

abuse of it, from a scientific

perspective. For instance, I had

created some home-made crystals

that then I analyzed through a

microscope and to which I added

some other small particles, fragments

of material etc. This procedure is not

scientifically rigorous at all, but my

approach is mainly explorative.

Without technology certain

dimensions of reality would remain
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hidden both at the sensorial as well as

visual perception levels.

Sivia Bertolotti: What’s behind the

paradox of making visible what is

invisible?

Frederik De Wilde: The entrance to a

dimension that surrounds us every

day but that remains unknown. We

are surrounded by radio frequencies,

signals, waves and all this is un-

accessible even if it’s all constantly

around us. The theme of invisibility

was very present also during the

Greek era: think about the gods

Athena or Ade, who could hide

themselves to the sight of human

beings. From an artistic perspective

there is a connection between all

phenomena, also the one apparently

distant or unperceived.

Sivia Bertolotti: What is the

conceptual point you want to

investigate and explore in the

relationship between biology and

technology?

Frederik De Wilde: Biology is

technology, as the latter is often

found within biological or natural

systems. Biotechnology does not

constitute such a futuristic horizon. I

am thinking of the electric fish I

realized with EOD 02. They emit

radiations and electric impulses in

order to communicate. If I consider

the audience of that work and its

reception, I realize that for many this

is a contemplative phenomenon, for

others it is a moment of reflection, for

others it’s just curiosity.

Sivia Bertolotti: How do you usually

work? What’s your creative process

and where do you find inspiration?

And specifically, what has been your

starting point for EOD O2?

Frederik De Wilde: There is no specific

method of creation. Let’s say that I

often start from an intuition, but it can

be an exchange with an artist

colleague, or a thought, or an

observation. Then everything goes

through a process of “incubation”,

during which I re-elaborate all those

intuitions. For me it is important to

maintain always an open mind

towards the outside world.

Sivia Bertolotti: One of the points of

EOD O2 is communication in a wide

sense. The fish communicate through

electrical signals exactly like the

modern men does. Are fish

predecessors of men? What is the role
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of technology in the modern

communication?

Frederik De Wilde: Sure they are. Fish

utilize the totality of their senses, their

perceptive activity is complete. There

are so many signals in the air, waves,

radio frequencies, but then we only

perceive a small part. The case of fish

is interesting because they

communicate through electrical

impulses. But often the level of signals

is different and in order to

communicate they have to tune in at

the same frequency. After this

negotiation at the electrical level, only

then, they are able to communicate.

Each fish has its own identity defined

through the number of signals it

emits. Fish are able to identify each

other and to acknowledge each other

through their singularity.

Sivia Bertolotti: Speaking about EOD
02, the use of sensors implies a

decoding algorithm that is always a

subjective interpretation of a natural

phenomenon. How do you relate

yourself to the interpretation of the

phenomenon’s language?

Frederik De Wilde: Heiddeger said “art

is a project”. The artistic practice is a

sort of filter that allows us to choose

among the unlimited possibilities of

an open project. First selection, then

amplification, as if we were inside a

lab, surrounded by radio frequencies.

The act of choice is always subjective

in the first place.

Sivia Bertolotti: The electrical

discharges are finally converted in

sounds. What is the nature of the

sound in your opinion?

Frederik De Wilde: Everything is

sound in nature. Maybe this is an

assertion that may sound “Eastern” in

a philosophical sense, but at the end

the frequency is a physical

phenomenon constantly present.

Sound is the manifestation of an

invisible reality that surrounds us. It is

turned into a visible aspect of an

invisible reality. And this brings us

back to Nano art.

Sivia Bertolotti: In the Umwelt

statement you wrote “All technologies
are social technologies”. Could you

please explain the meaning of this

sentence? And in particular, how does

the robotic interact, in your opinion,

with external realities, both social and

artistic?

Frederik De Wilde: Yes, I know, it’s a
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bold statement and even a little

provocative. Being an artist means

also being able to open up discourse

and raise fundamental questions. I am

very much interested in how

technologies can be rendered into

social technologies and create a

potential for change. Social

innovations are much more difficult to

realize than pure technical

innovations. From my specific point of

view it seems there’s nothing wrong

with that statement.

In general one could say that most of

the technologies are meant to interact

(communication, fabrication,

production, et al.) or, on the contrary,

hold the potential to pollute or even

destroy things, which is the “other” or

“darker” side of technology. But one

could argue that even this category

falls under social technology in some

way.

In the case of UMwelt-VIRUtopia, it’s

clearly a manifestation of making

social relations tangible, on the one

hand you got the technological side

represented the robot swarm as a

medium for expression, on the other

hand you have the audience and the

artist. Something that might come

closer to describe my vision is the

“soft” exchange between form and

content and the role of media on

mankind and the environment. I am

clearly referring to Marshal McLuhan

as interpreted by Levinson. I see this

exchange as something encapsulated

in an ecology describing a network of

relations between (new) technologies,

people and context.

This ecology is part of a sphere or

several spheres. A good read on this

particular theme is Peter Sloterdijks’

Spheres. Elements of these spheres

are also factors of economic, social

and cultural transformation, which are

generators of a new environment for

production, relationships and the

construction of cultural ideals.

Technology is just a tool and media

interpreted as an environment or

context that can illustrate, not in a

detrimental way, how a media work of

art can structure an experience. Here I

connect the notion of a sphere,

semiotics and art, whereby art can be

seen or interpreted as an experience

machine.

The experience on itself is the residue

of a profound and sincere research,

vision, content and form transformed

into something that is more then the
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simple total of its components. In

general I am focused on artistic,

scientific knowledge and expression

in combination with critical theory

and interdisciplinary reflection about

relations between nature and

technology.

Specifically, I am interested in the

notions of intangibility, immateriality,

invisibility, the virtual or potential, and

how they are often grounded in the

interaction between complex

systems, both biological and

technological. Moreover, the

indistinct, diffuse, “fuzzy” arena where

the biological and the technological

overlap and commingle, it is a

productive and favored ground for my

projects/ projections. It is a constant

exploration of the liminal space.
Umwelt-VIRUtopia 

questions this

liminal space in a psychological

fashion, moreover the psychology of

borders. What is a border? How

psychological is a border? What is

security? Can the laser beams be

perceived as some sort of kinetic

cage? Can we change the architecture

through interaction? Can we “break”

the patterns as an audience? Does

interaction becomes interesting when

social conventions are changed or

even “broken”? Are borders made to

be crossed? Can we re-program

space?

Sivia Bertolotti: Speaking about

Umwelt:VIRUtopia, you talk about

“borders”. What kind of border (or

challenge) does robotics have to cross

nowadays?

Frederik De Wilde: There is a clear

increasing in employing robotics in

contemporary art, whether it’s on art

fairs, major festivals such as Ars

Electronica, but one has to make a

distinction between the different

“roles” that robotics can play, more

precisely 3 types can be observed and

classified:

a) using a robot as a work of art

(Panamarenko)

b) using a robot for an artistic

performance (Tinguely)

c) implementing skills that evokes an

experience (Natalie Jerimijenko).

We could even consider a fourth

category, incorporating robotics and

the human, animal body. This hybrid

category is becoming more natural as
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we evolve and Stellar is without no

doubt a forerunner in this. The

borders between our body and

technology are crumbling, gradually.

It’s a slow process but seemingly

unavoidable.

The future of robotics lies hence in

ethics rather then in the technological

innovation. By the way, the term
ROBOT was first coined in 1920 by the

theater group R.U.R. by the

Czechoslovakian director Karel Capek.

The simple plot of the piece

positioned men radically against the

machine.

The main character constructs a robot

gathering so much intelligence to get

to kill its creator. Currently we know

that it won’t take off that fast. I guess

it’s a natural thing for theater directors

– and artists in general – to dramatize.

No drama no story. But is that a

bulletproof reasoning? I don’t know.

On the other hand we can also

observe the “Disney fiction” of robots.

Good examples are Wall-E, I-Robot

and others. Both aforementioned

examples are 2 points of view from

the other spectrum. It is clear that

both are clichés that have colored our

perception. The historical roots of this

bi-polar situation can be found in the

Dualism of Descartes and our

anthropocentric nature.

The most exiting usability of robots is

currently in space exploration. As a

species we have to explore in order to

survive, unfortunately we are very

limited in our mobility due to our

physical nature. I see a clear and

distinctive role for robotics to help us

out in exploring the vast unknown,

space. This is key to understand

where we are coming from, where are

we going to and moreover where we

are.

Silvia Bertolotti: What is the most

important thing we can learn from the

swarm intelligence behaviour? We can

read it just from a biological and

naturalistic point of view?

Frederik De Wilde: Swarm behavior

can be found everywhere and it’s one

of the most fascinating and

compelling manifestations in nature

and culture that we can observe. I find

the formation of patterns, the

uniformity of movement as a whole

almost magical. Swarm behavior

highlights and questions what

communication is, how it takes shape

and so on. It has been observed and
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analyzed that one bird in a flock, of

let’s say 300 birds, communicates at

least with 6 surrounding birds.

How this communication happens is

not precisely known but slow shutter

video recordings have revealed that

this is clearly the case. The old idea of

a leader showing the trajectory seems

to fade away. These observations

have paved the way to think about

the social dynamics that are now a

standard in game development, social

networks etc. A better understanding

of our nature can enhance our society

if we are willing to. I always

emphasize willing because it is terribly

crucial in all the things we do.

Sivia Bertolotti: What is the

relationship between generative art

and technology? Which is, on the

other hand, the influence of the fine

arts on generative art? In both of the

cases, are they just starting points or

confrontation elements?

Frederik De Wilde: Generative art and

technology are definitely linked

together but not always in a

technological way. If you consider the

conceptual art of the 60′s and 70′s

then one can see clearly different

strategies in the artistic practice

dealing with rule-based artworks,

from the fine arts to the early

computer-based arts in the 60′s What

I want to say is that generative art is

not tied to a specific style or medium.

The key element is certainly that the

artwork execution should be (in part)

accomplished through something

external to the artist.

Sivia Bertolotti: What is the genesis of

generative artworks like Vectors 4
[UN]Certainty or Z space? Which

elements and tools are employed?

Frederik De Wilde: Most, but definitely

not all, work from the [NRS] series is

based upon some interaction in public

space. In the case of Vectors 4
[UN]certainty, I was interested in how

a space could be mapped and

represented so I setup a camera on a

slowly rotating platform, recorded

every movement and sound. Once

registered the full 360° panorama –

radial path like a time clock –, I

imported the video file into an object

oriented programming environment

called Max. I constructed a patch

(read program) to interpret the data.

In doing this you need to thoroughly

reflect upon which things you want to

use to do what.
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The result was a parametric design

that I can tweak on the fly but

nevertheless runs on a specific set of

rules and constraints. With the help of

a friend programmer we even found a

way to create hi-res images as an

output. This was previously non-

existing in this environment. The

second thing I wanted to do is to

materialize the digital file into

something palpable, because I

wanted the result to be shown in a

Fine Arts context. In order to produce

these self-acclaimed Data Paintings I

kind of abused technology.

Let me explain; it took me a really

long time of trial and error to find a

material I liked. What I did was to

paint the first layers (e.g. the ground

layers), then I worked with a specific

kind of printer to print the ground

layers. The first results were promising

but I was not satisfied yet, hence I

continued my research.

Finally, I made an agreement with the

owner of the printing machine to print

many layers on top of each other. This

could be great if worked because you

could see a topography in the

“painting”, and it would become much

more a three-dimensional work of art.

I liked the idea but there was one

drawback, namely the printing head

could get stuck.

Now you should now that this specific

part of the machine is rather

expensive. Nevertheless, I took the

risk and said that I would reimburse

him if the head broke. Luckily it didn’t

and hopefully it won’t for a long time.

For the first time I was optimistic in

the translation from a digital file to a

physical object.

Sivia Bertolotti: Considering works

such as Qu[Art]z, could you please

describe the interpretation process of

transforming the crystals growth in a

concrete audiovisual (and then

artistic) object? And why are the

crystals so significant for an enquiry

about the relationship between art

and science?

Frederik De Wilde: The sonification of

crystal growth is still work in progress

and it looks easier then it is. One has

to take in account that there are

several ways to grow crystals and all

of them are somewhat different.

The crystallization process can be very

slow or very fast. Depending on the

speed you have to reach different
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gear and setup. To give you example;

keeping demineralized (impurities can

act as catalyst seeds) water just a wee

bit above 0°c, then you dip a circular

ring into a mixture of soap and

demineralized water.

Dropping some seed crystals rapidly

onto the film creates a catalyst

moment whereby the crystallization

process rapidly spreads. You could

think of a crystal as a snowflake that

needs some impurities to cluster

around. That is fascinating. Impurities

create beauty. Secondly I am very

interested in the patterns that form,

their direction, speed, transparency to

opaqueness and so on.

I have always been interested in

integrating – seemingly – random

processes into my artistic practice,

specifically the moment of critical

mass, when things appear to be out of

control but they are still evoking a

radical beauty in its appearance.

I started this project with

MaxMsp/Jitter guru Jean-Marc

Pelletier and we are just at the

beginning of this project. The idea is

to register the growth process and

analyze the video recording, which

becomes the source material for

creating a musical score in real time.

The combination and tension

between the natural sound – if there is

any – and the synthetic sound is the

key.

The crystal formations are tracked by

software as they grow in different

directions. Sometimes this

relationship is just non-linear.So you

could say or conclude that I am

fascinated by signals turning into

noise and to connect natural

processes with technology in order to

create an artistic output.

Sivia Bertolotti: You are Belgian and

you live in Europe, but you’ve been

involved in project based in US. In

your opinion, what is the main

difference between the two scenarios

in the digital arts field?

Frederik De Wilde: There is a very

vibrant scene in the United States,

especially in terms of the availability

of creative and technological tools (I

am thinking about the MIT, to

mention a famous example). That

environment is very stimulating,

maybe not in an aesthetic or artistic

sense. In fact, I believe that in the USA

the approach is more playful, geared
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towards entertainment, than in

Europe, where there is a certain type

of historic awareness. What is missing

in general is, however, a contact

between the two scenes, the

American one and the European one ;

they should be more connected and

communicate.

We should also consider that in our

media and digital era, thanks to the

internet and other New Media, this

distance is partially filled. We are

more and more often creating an

international scene where there are a

certain communication and an

exchange among artists, a kind of

rhizomatic exchange, that is, a

network of relationships that are in

turn generative by nature.

Sivia Bertolotti: Any plans for the

future? Are you currently working on

new projects?

Frederik De Wilde: Actually, in this

moment I am working on different

projects simultaneously. First, I am

working on a project that involves

public spaces. In addition, I am

studying the spectral behaviour of

various materials (a prosecution of

Nano Art) in collaboration with an

American university. There is also the

idea of a book on nano Art, and I am

exploring Nano Painting and robotics

with other types of programs. Finally, I

am starting to evaluate various

collaborations with the industry, as a

test, for long-term projects.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

WvLctD62G58

http://frederik-de-wilde.com/
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Moving-remixing.the Economy Of Motion By
Mark Amerika

Mark Hancock

Mark Amerika has been a prolific and

creative force exploring the worlds of

net art and writing (both offline and

online), while developing a theoretical

and creative response to the changing

media and potential opportunities

that those create.

He loves to call himself a “digital jack-

of-all-trades”, and it is true that his

online networking has always been

focused on the collection and the

remix of images, texts, codes, sounds,

multimedia, in terms of literary,

theatrical and pedagogical and

psychogeography theories.

From his early novels, including,

“Sexual Blood” e “The Kafka

chronicles” novels, which explore a

free-flowing exploration of thought

processes channeled through

experimental wordplay and crashing

narrative disjunctions, to his various

net.art projects that expand on what

it means to be a writer in the

digital/post-digital age (among which

we remember “How to be an internet

artist” [1], “Expanding the concept of

Writing” [2], “Becoming a

remixologist” [3], “Portrait of a VJ” [4],

“Meta/Data a digital poetics” [5]) it’s

quite impossible to tells about all his

artworks. Furthermore, it’s useless to

do it because of the many online

interviews he did and the

completeness of his website

The following interview took place via

email, while Mark Amerika was in the

middle of promoting another project

“Remixthebook”, somewhat

representative of his entire oeuvre. A

book, published by Univeristy of

Minnesota Press, which relies on a

website (remixthebook.com) as a hub

with the aim to digitally remix some of

the theories expressed (by authors

such as Janneke Adema, Beiguelman

Giselle, Julie Carr, David Gunkel, Gary

Hall, Frieder nake, Craig Saper Darren

Tofts, Gregory Ulmer, Chad

Mossholder, Michael Theodore,
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Michelle Ellsworth, Rick Silva, Will

Luers, Yoshi Sodeoka, Mark McCoin,

Curt Cloninger, Kate Armstrong, Maria

Miranda) in the book.

Although my original intention had

been to use these answers to my

questions as starting points for a fuller

article, the answers that I received

back were so thorough and intrinsic to

an understanding of Amerika’s work in

a broader context, I decided to leave

them as they were.

Starting point of this conversation was

his last project Immobilité, that Mark

Amerika himself defines as the first

mobile art movie ever made, shown at

various events both in Europe and the

United States including the

“Hyperstrata” exhibition at ISEA 2011

curated by Lanfranco Aceti. With a

story tied around a future world

where the dream of utopia is fueled

by a nomadic tribe of artists and

intellectuals, the movie investigates

the concept and idea of using mobile

phone technologies as creative media

and what might be possible with

these everyday and routinely used

technologies.

Mark Hancock: When I watch
Immobilité, I feel as though I’m

watching something that could as

easily come from the camera/vision

of Chris Marker, whether this is in the

visual language or the theme of

futuristic, post-somethin-

-catastrophic feeling, I can’t decide

just yet. I think you’ve referenced

Marker in previous work, how do you

feel his ideas intersect with your own

in this work?

Mark Amerika: Chris Marker, of

course, plays with the idea of

composing the “cine-essay”. It’s

similar to what Agnes Varda refers to

as cinécriture, or “cinema-writing”.

You are right that there are

overlapping interests in Marker and

my work, as well as Varda and Jean-

Luc Godard, in that the film as essay

or image-writing environment appeals

to me. It should come as no surprise

that Marker also works with digital

media, and Varda and Godard have

experimented with multi-media

installations.

These disciplinary boundaries are

melting for a lot of us now. Does my

“being a writer” mean that I primarily

publish books, whether print or

traditional e-book, or can that be

expanded to include my net art works,

my hypertexts, my museum
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installations, my live VJ performances,

and my feature-length foreign films

and experiments in transmedia

narrative? I am constantly remixing

styles, themes, images, words, code,

sounds, etc. from a great many artists.

Grammatron is loaded with Godard.

Filmtext is very Marker-esque.

Immobilité samples from both of

them but also British Abstract

Expressionism, W. E. Sebald, Kathy

Acker, Henri Lefebvre, and many

others.

Mark Hancock: How does the Avant-

pop Manifesto figure in your

contemporary arts-practice? If you

were to revise that manifesto, do you

think there’d be many amendments to

it? Obviously there would be some in

relation to certain musicians and

perhaps even new writers?

Mark Amerika: Definitely, I would like

to keep revising it if I had the time.

The big change would be that it would

no longer need to prophesize the

coming of the networked, post-studio

artist/writer. That’s now a done deal.

If anything, it would highlight the rise

of social media art and the emergence

of the digital flux persona in the field

of distribution.

Mark Hancock: Immobilité is billed as

a “foreign language”  film. I personally

have read this in two ways. In one, I

feel that you’re considering the

medium of film as a stranger in a

strange land and not pretending to

know the forms and functions,

thereby freeing yourself up from any

conventions.

Mark Amerika: That’s a solid reading

on your part. It’s easier to

defamiliarize the aesthetic experience

of a work if you are well-versed in the

look and feel. i.e. style of the

precursors you are hoping to remix

into your own multimedia rhythms.

So, for example, Michelangelo

Antonioni and Ingmar Bergman and,

as you mentioned, Chris Marker, can

offer a stylistic rhythm that I can

sample from and then blend into my

own measure that I then filter through

various unconscious “plugins” that

alter the way the work moves. This

then creates a kind of foreignness that

can be unsettling or even frustrating

for the average cinema tourist.
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Mark Hancock: Those long takes and

near silent appraisals of landscape,

feel very American in the way they try

to create a character from the

landscape. Is there, actually a bit of

The Man Who Fell To Earth viewpoint,

with you as alien body inhabiting a

foreign world?

Mark Amerika: I love that film. What

you are hinting at here, I think, is

otherworldliness, and this is a theme

that reappears in a lot of my work.

FiImnext is a good example of that,

where we meet the Digital
Thoughtographer (a play on the

“thoughtography” of idiot savant Ted

Serios). In a way, the artist has to

become a kind of alien-other who

inhabits the institutionalized fields of

normalcy. It’s the only way to survive,

since surviving requires constant

creative processing of the data

associated with your daily

experiences.

This is why I approach remix as a daily

ritual — a kind of practice of everyday

life where I constantly tweak my

artist-apparatus filters to further

defamilarize what commerce has

made all too common. We should also

mention Warhol too since the

otherworldliness you are sensing in
Immobilité is complexified by

emulating some of his Screen Test

techniques. I have been fortunate to

view many of these works and can

just watch them forever.

Mark Hancock: You say that

filmmaking, that is, the process of

capturing images as data and

processing it within the camera, as all

being the first stage. Then the actual

artifact is created in postproduction,

(if I’m reading it correctly?) and that

this post-production process need not

necessarily follow the traditional path

of filmmaking. Have you anything in

particular in mind? Are you

responding to the writerly urge you

have and exploring those potentials

within the moving image?

Mark Amerika: I think what I meant

was that for me, the idea of

preproduction, production, and

postproduction are no longer

primarily a sequential process but

happen, if you will, simultaneously —

or what Mondrian, in a different

context, referred to as a simultaneous

and continuous fusion. I would remix

that to read a simultaneous and

continuous fusion of processual

events that smudge our relationship

to time, movement, and the way we
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unconsciously manipulate whatever

source material we are working with

at any given time.

For me, that would include what I and

the principal participants in the

project are reading, viewing, listening

to, accessing over the network, saying

in conversation, dreaming, imagining,

recreating from the past, projecting

into the future, highlighting as some

discoverable moment as if it were

taking place in the present, etc.

Mark Hancock: There is a repeating

motif in your work of walking. You talk

about the process of walking in your

immobilite manifesto and how it

helped to shape your thoughts on

what Immobilite would become. And

you open Sexual Blood with a walk.

I’m figuring that this process of

physical movement is key to your

creative process, even when you

return to the keyboard to create.

Sometimes it feels as though you’ve

arrived at the keyboard with a great

kinetic energy that then flows through

to the keyboard and into the work. I

don’t have a trite question to follow

on from that, but just wondered what

your thoughts might be?

Mark Amerika: I have not elaborated

on my walking practice much because

it’s so embedded in everything I do,

but my new work (The museum of
Glitch Aesthetics, project co-

commissioned by Abandon Normal

Devices and FACT as part of the

London 2012 Cultural Olympiad) is

partly about this walking. In fact, I was

on location on the Windward coast of

Oahu this past week shooting a few

very experimental, and I must say,

amazing (aesthetically speaking)

walking scenes and have a few

excellent scenes I shot in the Lake

District of the UK this past May.

Also, in my new book,

“Remixthebook”, I keep coming back

to two concepts: moving-remixing

and economy of motion. Basically, as I

just tweeted @markamerika: “Walking

the long shore line is a kind of spatial

acting-out, a spacing out, and triggers

image rendering powers that

structure my thoughts.” But it’s more

than that too (140 characters can only

take you so far).

For example, my walking work, similar

to Richard Long, has its fingers in

many different aspects of

interdisciplinary practice including

conceptual art, performance art,

photography, and language art, but
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also for me video art, net art, and

theorizing. Theory, Greg Ulmer

reminds us, has its roots in touring or

even tourism (the good tourism).

Aesthetics too, started as a

philosophy of quite literally

*embodying praxis*. So to be an artist

is to be a body is to be a mobile

dreamer is to be an embodied

practitioner is to be a mover-remixer…

Mark Hancock: I’ve always liked your

interpretation of the role of the writer

and the writing process as being

beyond words and into texts in that

good ol’ post-structuralist kind of way

of the text being whatever we want it

to be. Are you most comfortable

thinking of yourself as a writer who

performs within the networks and

adapts to those medium’s exigensies,

to elicit the greatest possible creative

response from those tools?

Mark Amerika: Absolutely. Writing is

not just laying down some text for

eventual print book publication or a

conventional e-book reader. I am

thinking of writing as performance, as

riff-writing that is indistinguishable

from riff-reading and all of it

embedded in a riff-research practice.

You can see this manifested in the

hybrid book/performance publication

remixthebook.

http://markamerika.com/

Notes:

[1] -

http://www.altx.com/ebooks/artist.h

tml

[2] -

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi

/abs/10.1162/002409404772827987

[3] -

http://magazine.ciac.ca/archives/no

_36/en/perspective.htm

[4] –

http://seven.fibreculturejournal.org/f

cj-042-excerp-

s-

from%E2%80%98portrait-of-the-vj%E2

%80%99/

[5]

-

http://markamerika.com/publication

s/metadata
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Stewing. “people’s Pornography” By Katrien
Jacobs

Robin Peckham

Katrien Jacobs, associate professor of

cultural and religious studies at the

Chinese University of Hong Kong,

opens her latest volume on regional

sex cultures, People’s Pornography:
Sex and Surveillance on the Chinese
Internet, with the striking if simple

proposition that the pursuit of sexual

pleasure is tied up with struggles for

civil liberties.

This broad insight, which appears on

the first page of the book, probably

reveals more about the general

situation of political life and the

circulation of information in greater

China at the present moment than

any amount of research and

argumentation might offer.

But the contributions here, from the

empirical and theoretical to the

creative and aesthetic, prove exciting

in their consolidation of diverse

internet cultures under the single

rubric of sex and surveillance, offering

a potential way to understand the

blogs of international celebrity

dissidents like Ai Weiwei and Han Han

alongside the more locally celebrated

but just as infamous sex blogs of

others like Mu Zimei.

Postulating pornography as a

loophole or crack in a system of

otherwise tight control, Jacobs does

not concern herself with the more

obtuse theoretical issues of how

sexuality constitutes power. Ignoring

such biopolitical questions (which are,

however unfortunately, beyond the

scope of the research at hand in
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People’s Pornography) allows the

author instead to place herself fully

within the system of belief and

understanding that frames the

Chinese netizenry: sexuality is

simultaneously both a component of

aspirational cosmopolitanism, this

tied to fashionable consumerism and

public life, and an animal force, a fact

that links an interest in netporn with

the neo-mythological bestiary of the

Grass Mud Horse and River Crab,

iconic imaginary animals whose

existence depends on puns invented

to route around

censorship.Pornography, a horny

Chinese disciple of Stewart Brand

might write, wants to be free. And it

certainly wants to be seen.

The first chapter of People’s
Pornography posits, unsurprisingly,

the present age as an era of “people’s

pornography” in which images and

videos circulates primarily through

amateur and peer-to-peer channels

not out of any particular ethical or

political stance but rather because

any distribution operation existing on

a commercial scale would be a prime

target for government control.

Framing a struggle between

censorship and the pornographic

imaginary that tends to find its own

way to fruition, Jacobs introduces in

this same stage a set of artists,

occasionally working with new media,

who circulate images in comparably

audacious ways—although here it is

the presentation of the body rather

than its circulation that intrigues the

author.

In the second chapter Katrien Jacobs

presents readings of a handful of

blogs that have become influential

throughout greater Chinese online

communities, spanning everything

from humorous political critique and

serious citizen reports to tell-all

gossip blogs of personal sexual

exploits. This is then tied to the

distributed morality police of the

“human flesh search,” a mechanism by

which netizens track down newly

minted internet celebrities and punish

them for vanity, inhumanity, profanity,

corruption, or any one of an array of

vices: not unlike the occasional acts of

Anonymous in the United States.

Katrien Jacobs continues her

argument in the third chapter by

drawing in more significant statistical
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analysis, interviewing students in

Hong Kong and mainland China about

differing attitudes towards netporn

during the process of maturation into

adulthood. Drawing the distinction in

terms of gender attributes that

appear rather normative at times, at

least for such an outwardly sex-

positive project, the data is presented

partially in extensive tables. The key

finding here is that pornography is

often seen as an act of social rebellion

or a tool on the side of knowledge,

thus continuing to understand the

pornographic as political and keeping

the pursuit of pleasure implicated in

social struggle of some kind.

Chapter four beats a retreat back into

the personal and to the relatively

removed territory of Hong Kong, as

Jacobs relates an ethnographic study

for which she spent time exploring

profiles and personas on a website

known as AdultFriendFinder.

This portion of the research sits rather

uneasily amongst the highly

politicized body of the remainder of

the book, first and foremost in that it

relies on gathered opinions more than

evident actions but also because, by

discussing the online manifestations

of racial and gender stereotypes, it

repeats the (indubitably important)

arguments made by other scholars,

Danah Boyd and Lisa Nakamura are

cited, while Wendy Hui Kyong Chun

also seems present, without delving

too deeply into what divergent

lessons are offered by the Chinese

context.

The fifth and final chapter wraps up

the book by pointing to queerness, a

welcome move, and the associated

culture of Cosplay

(

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosplay

) as it migrates from Japan to China in

a fascinating play of nationalist and

consumerist identity.

If one thing is lacking from Katrien

Jacobs’ current project it is the status

of the erotic object itself: focusing on

responses, reactions, understandings,

and descriptions, the reader is left

wondering what kind of power or

agency sits within the actual

pornography at stake within these

systems. This, perhaps, could be the

subject of another critical project

entirely, but attention to the rhetoric,

aesthetic, visual cultures of netporn

emerges as the absent but
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dominating player at the nexus of

eroticism, activism, and internet-ism

and it is perhaps the only thing that

could bring these three worlds

together without resulting in a

dangerous collapse of various

categories of the Oriental or exotic.

Indeed, Jacobs seems to turn just a

bit too quickly towards what she calls

“Confucian confusion,” which may be

something of a convenient label

gesturing at largely unexplored but

deep-seated cultural phenomena far

removed from either the phrase itself

or the associated ideological

formations. In the same way, several

portions of the text tend to conflate

aspects of greater Chinese culture

across Hong Kong, Taiwan, the

mainland, and the diaspora in a

frustrating way, stopping well short of

cultural essentialism but still leaving

something to be desired in a more

delicate understanding of these

differences.

Perhaps the single most fascinating

insight Jacobs brings forth in her

broad exploration of the relationship

between sexual pleasure and social

action on the internet is the sheer

physicality of digital life. Touching

upon real-life meetings of online sex

partners and the networked sharing of

very bodily encounters, 

People’s
Pornography

 offers a series of helpful

tools to conceptualize this axis of

touching and looking.

Ultimately it is the online slang phrase

pao

, which literally means to brew tea

or stew flavor into a fluid but can also

be used to describe bathing, that

makes it all real: netizens may stew

themselves in the internet by feeding

their addiction in public internet

cafes, but more generally we are all

swimming in the crockpot of sex, lust,

and cables.
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Isea 2011 Istanbul: A Report. Art At The
Crossroads

Eugenia Fratzeskou

Every International Symposium on
Electronic Art has its own stories and
achievements. These symposia and
festivals are massive endeavors,
catalyzing local and international
people, resources and interests. [1] –

Lanfranco Aceti – ISEA2011 Istanbul
Artistic Director and Conference
Chair, Editor in Chief Leonardo
Electronic Almanac (LEA), Kasa Gallery
Director.

The 17th edition of the ISEA –

International Symposium on

Electronic Art, the leading world

conference and exhibition event for

art, media and technology, took place

in Istanbul from 14 to 21 September

2011. The Symposium was the

outcome of the synergy that was

developed between the Inter-Society

for the Electronic Arts and the Faculty

of Arts and Social Sciences at the

Sabanci University of Istanbul, under

the direction of the ISEA2011 Istanbul

Artistic Director and Conference Chair

Prof. Lanfranco Aceti (Goldsmiths

College, London, Sabanci University,

Istanbul, LEA Editor in Chief, Kasa

Gallery Director) and the Conference

and Programme Director Özden Şahin

(LEA Editorial Manager, Kasa Gallery

Vice Director & In-house Curator).

As a gate-away between Europe and

Asia, the city of Istanbul provided a

creative meeting point for the current

debates in art, science and

technology and for hosting an

international gathering of leading and

emerging thinkers and practitioners

working at the interface of those

fields. The event took place across the

European and Asian sides of the city,

establishing an active engagement

and an evolving dialogue between the

Symposium and its geographical

context.
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The ways in which digital media are

reshaping contemporary society have

been the main focus of ISEA2011

Istanbul. Despite its special focus on

digital and electronic arts, ISEA2011

Istanbul was open to both theoretical

and practice-based analyses at the

intersection of art, science and

technology.

As the Symposium appealed to the

humanities, the art community and

hard sciences, it offered a rich variety

of thematic strands ranging from

digital art to curatorial studies, from

electronic media to digital

architecture, from the intersection of

art, science, and technology to the

concept of the digital city, from digital

humanities to social media, from

nanotechnology and art to urban

ecologies, from trans-culturalism to

mobile art and many others.

The total number of ISEA2011 Istanbul

local and international participants

reached 1,350 people. ISEA and

Sabanci University focused on the

international nature of the event

through the development of

partnerships with national and

international art organisations,

universities and foundations as well as

public and private institutions.

International synergies with a wide

range of institutions took the form of

pre-symposia, seminars and

workshops leading to the main

conference event. These activities

allowed the development of panels,

foci areas, curatorial and research

projects as well as art and science

collaborations, surpassing the

conventional structure of Symposia.

ISEA 2011 Istanbul Conference was the

academic core of the Symposium and

took place mainly at the prestigious

Sabanci Center‘s towers situated at

Levent, the rapidly developing and

expanding business district of

Istanbul. The ISEA2011 Istanbul

Conference hosted more than 450

paper presentations, over 70 panels

and 60 workshops that were

complemented by fora, networking,

meetings and special events. All

submissions were selected and

reviewed by an international jury of

professionals and academics from

various disciplinary backgrounds.

Sean Cubitt, Roman Verostko, Oliver

Grau, William Uricchio, Jay Bolter,

Sara Diamond, Christiane Paul and

Terrence Masson contributed as
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keynote speakers. The Conference

comprised of a rich variety of topics

including mapping, user experience

and space; perfection, error and the

sublime; art and activism in the digital

age; interdisciplinary teaching and

new media arts; algorithmic art;

robotics; sound; bacteria art;

consumption; augmented reality;

hacking, and many others.

The combination of presenters, the

themes and the structure of

presentations inspired rigorous

discussions on emerging issues,

inspired new ideas and potential,

while facilitating the development of

new collaborations and partnerships.

“Uncontainable” was the ISEA2011

Istanbul Exhibition that was part of

the official Parallel Programme of the

Istanbul Biennial. The main exhibition

took place at the central area of

Taksim that is the core of the Istanbul

art scene. In his introduction to the

Conference and Exhibition

Programme, Prof. Lanfranco Aceti

explains his curatorial concept:

“The traditional invisible divide
between technologically based art
and ‘fine art’ is something that I
wanted to overcome by making the
Uncontainable exhibition and events
part of the official Parallel Program of
the 12th Istanbul Biennial.” [2]

Over 100 international artists

participated in the exhibition,

including visual artists, musicians,

dancers, designers, engineers,

software artists, researchers,

theorists, media activists and other

practitioners working across

disciplines with recent technologies

and exploring the artistic, creative and

critical potentials of digital and

electronic media. Exhibitors included

leading artists such as Manfred Mohr

and Roman Verostko as well as

emerging artists. The migratory

nature of artistic practice, the possible

re-definitions of the aesthetics of

interaction between art, science and

technology surpassing the divide that

is artificially constructed between

new and old media, were some of the

exhibition highlights.

The exhibition was complemented by

a rich programme of performances,

screenings and events including the

Southern Mediterranean Forum, the

Australian Forum, the ISEA Lounge

and ISEA2011 Istanbul Digital Arts
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Market – Boat Cruise Events on the

Bosporus, the International Digital

Media Animation and Moving Images

Screening and many others.

ISEA2011 Istanbul offers an extended

publication programme supported by

the Leonardo Electronic Almanac

(Leonardo/ISAST–MIT Press) and

Goldsmiths College, University of

London. The programme offers many

important advantages to delegates

and attendees alike: it reaches a large

international audience through e-

platforms ensuring maximum

exposure of the participants, it

operates not only as an archive but

also the ‘afterlife’ of the event through

facilitating opportunities for future

collaboration and synergies.

For instance, it is possible to create

clusters of academics and researchers

so that a research project or an idea

for an academic publication that has

emerged during the event can be

developed and implemented. The

various online platforms are designed

to include an Art Gallery, an Event

Gallery, the“Uncontainable” Exhibition

Catalogue, the Conference

Proceedings, LEA Special Issues and

the blog-style booklets Annotations.

“Mapping & the User Experience” was

one of the paper sessions of the

ISEA2011 Istanbul Conference andtook

place on 19th September 2011 at

Sabanci Center. The issue of mapping

was one of the most important

emerging topics that dominated

several paper sessions and workshops

such as  “Mapping the City and Urban

Identity”, “Mapping and the Subject

as Body”, “Mapping as Walking as

Learning to See in the Digital Age”as

well as exhibitions and events dealing

not only with space and architecture

but also with a rich variety of other

emerging fields, discourses, inter-

disciplinary types of international

research and practice.

The importance of mapping is

recognised and highlighted as a

challenging integral part of spatial

practice and research across digital

and electronic media arts, hard

sciences and the humanities. The

session was chaired by Dr Steve

Gibson (Reader in Interactive Media

Design at Northumbria University,

Newcastle, UK).

As part of the “Mapping & the User

Experience” paper session, I delivered
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my presentationentitled “Mapping

Uncertainty”. [3] The focal point of the

paper was the issue of exactitude in

mapping the physical world, which

has been debated extensively in

science and has deeply influenced the

development of scientific

paradigms.Selected cases from my

practice and research in digital site-

specific art and other examples of

spatial practices and research in art

and architecture were discussed in

conjunction with the relevant

scientific, cosmological and

philosophical theories.

As we pass from Modernist

mathematical formalism to

complexity, uncertainty and

complementarity, our perception and

understanding of the relationship

between physical and virtual worlds

are changing in the most unexpected

ways. The developments in Quantum

physics and scientific visualisation

have revealed an emerging kind of

multiple dimensionality that

characterises the fuzzy (or rather,

transitional) boundaries between

reality and virtuality.

A closer investigation of what is

understood as paradigm shifts, may

show certain ambiguous interchanges

between reduction, abstraction,

complexity and complementarity, in a

context where not even a single

definition of complexity seems to be

universally accepted. Instead of

seeking to achieve the unattainable,

that is, to map the changing reality

with exactitude and certainty, the

most relevant challenge would be to

map the boundaries and uncertainties

of our knowledge and its applications.

One of the most challenging

possibilities arising, is to creatively

reveal various interstitial spaces of

emergence that derives from

complexity; from the invisible and

unsettling potentiality fields between

the transitional states of spatial

transformation and exchange. Such a

condition of emergence calls for new

modes of presentation, interaction

and aesthetics, in relation not only to

the issue of boundary but also of

understanding reality per se. Instead

of ignoring or introducing

unpredictability and uncertainty, their

hidden existence in digital

visualisation systems can be creatively

revealed and explored in depth.

In this way, new modes of innovative
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practice that do not comply with the

established doctrines of

representation, formalism,

constructivism and their opposites,

can be developed. Imperceptibles and

intermediates would emerge, as we

unravel what is observable.

New modes of site-specific drawing

are developed in my practice,

fortracing and interacting with the

half- and by-products of algorithmic

flows that remain unbuilt, their meta-

dimensionality and the emerging

paradoxes, through different modes

of innovative spatial intervention.

Instead of creating a singularity e.g.

translating a digital design into a

building, or developing progressions

and sequences as in animation, the

aim is to create inter-passages

between the unsettling

heterogeneous and interacting layers

of architectural space.

Interstitial spaces can be creatively

revealed through the use of

material/immaterial mediums such as

light and line as well as through the

processes of drawing and

diagramming, for opening up the

interfaces of thought, VR and built

architecture. Innovative spatial

interventions can be realised through

a) site-specific drawing of and onto

the actual site, b) interactive spatial

diagramming as realised in a site-

specific semi-immersive virtual

environment. When entering

interstitial spaces, viewers encounter

neither a mere place, nor an absolute

or utopian space, but a kind of inter-

passage between real conditions, VR

and thought, where an

unprecedented kind of spatial

experience emerges.

Another three presentations took

place during the “Mapping & the User

Experience” paper session, offering

inspiring and challenging

contributions to various emerging

areas of research and practice across

diverse disciplines and fields including

cartography, informatics,

psychogeography and many others.

Dr Dennis Krannich (Senior

Researcher, Digital Media in

Education, University of Bremen,

Germany) presented a paper entitled

“Users become Re-creators:

Enhancing Experiences through

Mapping” (co-authored by Anja

Zeising, University of Bremen,

Germany). [4]
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Dr Dennis Krannich presented the

latest advancements in the field of

interactive installation through

introducing new strategies of User

Experience Design. ‘Mapping’ is used

as a method for redefining the user’s

role from passive consumer/user to

active “re-creator”. In this way, the

limitations of action/reaction

communication are surpassed, as the

user’s experience and engagement

are enriched and enhanced. For

example, the actor is allowed to edit

the action-reaction framework and

modify the installation’s behaviour

rules. Moreover, through an additional

interface, the re-creator is enabled to

reflect on technology, aesthetics and

experience. Technology becomes a

visible artifact of the installation, as

the emphasis is placed on processes

rather than products.

A cartography-based collaborative

project on mapping the common

resources of Athens was presented by

Daphne Dragona (PhD student,

Faculty of Communication and Media

Studies, University of Athens) in her

paper Mapping the Commons,

Athens”, a Cartography of Alternate

Economies and Practices in Times of

Crisis.[5] “Mapping the Commons,

Athens” workshop was led by

Hackitectura, organised by and

hosted at the National Museum of

Contemporary Art (1st – 8th December

2010). Participants included an

interdisciplinary group of young

researchers and students from

Athens. The purpose of the workshop

was to seek for, examine and

document the areas where new forms

of common wealth could be located.

Seeing beyond the “public” and the

“private”, different types of commons

were mapped which were based on

collectivity, sociability, open and free

access, gift economy or peer to peer

practices. The online collaborative

maps and the blog that were created,

highlight the need for a re-invention

of a new common experience and

memory. A number of further

possibilities and challenges arise as

the project unfolds, the most

important of all being, the ways in

which the citizens can re-appropriate

the commons and form a new type of

resistance.

Il Prof. Jack Toolin (Assistant Visiting

Professor, Pratt Institute and Adjunct

Professor, Polytechnic Institute, NYU)

presented his paper Here to There and
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In-between: Commuting through

Mediated Perception. [6] In his

current project “Here to There”,Prof.

Jack Toolin investigates how the

perceptions about the passageway

between home and work, as well as

the general relationship between the

two, are influenced by various forms

of social media and data.The focal

points of the project are the tension

and the “dialogue” between

experiential and mediated

geographies. In particular, the project

deals with the ways in which

commuter perceptions compare to

those of the community members,

and to the general perception of a

community as it can be perceived

through the Web.

Essentially, commuters are immersed

in a construct that is both product and

producer of interconnected lives. The

“Here to There” project will be realised

as an artwork through the use of

locative media, video and Internet

search for visualising connections

between commuters, locations, and

perceptions.

Laura Plana Gracia’s paper Geopolitics

/ Mapping / Cartography. GPS image

satellites and the Aero-Spatial

Policies was also included in the

paper session programme. The paper

presents a genealogy of space

through the concepts of geopolitics,

mapping and cartography. [7]

As a conclusion, ISEA2011 Istanbul has

been particularly successful overall for

offering a very rich programme of

paper sessions, panels, workshops,

exhibitions and other events that

complemented each other in many

interesting and inspiring ways. Both in

terms of structure and content, the

ISEA2011 Istanbul programme

facilitated creative and inspiring

dialogues and exchanges between

various fields of research and practice

at the intersection of art, science and

technology, enabling an equally

rewarding participation for delegates

and attendees alike.

The two most important aspects of

the Symposium have been its

expansive structure and the

publication programme for enabling a

variety of promising synergies and

collaborations to be formed and for

supporting their development.

http://isea2011.sabanciuniv.edu/
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Lindsay Howard: 319 Scholes And Online
Curating

Silvia Bianchi

Lindsay Howard is the director of 319

Scholes in Brooklyn, New York, a

space which presents and encourages

conversation revolving around digital

art, in the form of exhibitions,

workshops and live shows. The

gallery’s philosophy is based on a

non-disciplinary approach to examine

technology and its effects on our

communities, relationships and the

body.

Grounded in the belief that art is the

best way to navigate the potential of

networked culture, 319 Scholes’ aim is

to cultivate challenging and

experiential modes of engaging with

new media.  Lindsay is one of the

forces behind 319 Scholes and in the

past year, has curated some incredible

exhibitions both inside and outside of

the gallery.  Her exhibitions include

the New York edition of the Speed

Show presented as part of Internet

Week New York, the Blip Festival

Gallery and “Getting Closer“.

Her exhibitions focus on the

contemporary relationship between

artistic creation and technology, with

artists such as Rafael Rozendaal,

Francoise Gamma, DIS Magazine, and

Nicolas Sassoon, as well as searching

for new ways of bringing Net Art into

physical spaces.

We talked with her about how the

Internet is transforming not only the

artist’s, but also the curator’s process,

as well as creating new possibilities to

play with traditional concepts of

exhibition and curatorial practice.
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Silvia Bianchi: I was very impressed by

your “Wallpapers” projects. When and

how this format was born?

Lindsay Howard: I had been following

Nicolas Sassoon and Sara Ludy‘s work

online, individually and as

collaborators, for awhile. Last January,

I selected a video by them called

Headquarters for “Getting Closer”, an

exhibition I curated about intimacy

and the internet. I noticed a theme

developing in their work revolving

around interior spaces, home and

architecture. To give some examples, I

was really interested in Nicolas’

Home/Land Studies #2 and Sara’s

Transience image essay. I contacted

them to ask if they had something in

mind for physicalizing these

collaborations, they responded

positively with a series of sketches,

and I invited them to 319 Scholes to

make it happen.

Silvia Bianchi: I noticed you worked

with Nicolas Sassoon for Blip Festival,

too.  How did you work on curating

Blip Festival Gallery?

Lindsay Howard: The organizers of

Blip Festival approached me about

curating an exhibition to accompany

the performances in New York. I saw a

parallel between the musicians

performing at the festival and some of

the artists whose work I’d been seeing

online; both were using technology

that most people would consider

obsolete in order to create something

new. I looked to Marshall McLuhan’s

quote: “Obsolescence never meant

the end of anything, it’s just the

beginning” as I selected works by

Nicolas Sassoon, Sterling Crispin and

Alexandra Gorczynski.

We listened to some of the Blip

Festival musicians together, and

discussed how the exhibition would

co-exist with the rest of the activities

at Eyebeam.  For example, Sterling

Crispin’s piece displayed a progress

bar at 48% right where people entered

the space.  It appeared to be

completing over the course of the

night, however, the tension mounts

when you realize it’s in a constant,

frustrating state of stasis.

The challenge of curating an art

exhibition for a music festival

presented a unique opportunity:  how

do we engage an audience outside of

a typical art-gallery experience?  The

works I selected were highly aesthetic

and immediately accessible, so as

people walked through the space, the

pieces made a quick, strong impact.  I

have noticed that curators of online

galleries tend to use a similar strategy.
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Silvia Bianchi: Talking about

“Wallpapers”. I was impressed by the

static and at the same time moving

nature of the installation.  I think that

they’ve found a way of transforming

space in an immersive gif. Do you

think that this immersive nature

helped the audience to understand

the artwork?

Lindsay Howard: The installation

definitely made me see animated GIFs

in a new way!  It was like an IRL

“zoom” feature, which inverted the

scalar relationship between screen

and viewer.  Nicolas and Sara were at

the gallery for a week prior to the

exhibition, doing various light tests

and customizing the projections. 

They really found creative ways to

highlight certain details of the work

that you might not notice on the

computer screen, such as the way

white pixels are composed of red,

green and blue sub-pixels, a fact

which becomes clear when they are

projected at large-scale.

Silvia Bianchi: Do you think that

interactivity is a good way of showing

digital stuff in a gallery context?

Lindsay Howard: This particular show

didn’t incorporate any direct

interactivity, however the

environment it created encouraged a

sense of play.  I’ve been reading Pat

Kane‘s The Play Ethic, which has me

thinking about galleries in a new way. 

The gallery does more than provide a

contemplative distance for works, it

allows for a collaborative experience

of interpretation.  Play, and

interaction, can create a unique sense

of “being together”, breaking down

diversity and differences.

Silvia Bianchi: Do you think is easy to

show digital stuff in New York?

Lindsay Howard: There are a number

of artist-run spaces in New York that

are becoming increasingly interested

in showing digital art, in addition to

spaces that have been long-time

champions, such as Eyebeam. 
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Honestly, though, New York is all

about making your own

opportunities.  In June, I curated

“Awareness of Everything”, a Speed

Show exhibition that took place in an

internet cafe. The Speed Show

exhibition model, much like BYOB,

doesn’t require the curator to have a

gallery, equipment or any installation

materials. There aren’t as many

obstacles as you might imagine.

Silvia Bianchi: I think that in some way

your curating projects are focused in

the creation of  “real life moments” to

show computer-made artworks and

connect artists.  What did you

discover in this year of hard work ? Do

you think that gallery will become

sociable places?

Lindsay Howard: I hope so!  I was

really encouraged by what happened

at the opening of “Dump.Fm.Irl”, a

show I curated last October featuring

works by users of the image-sharing

website.  The evening started like a

typical opening but by the end,

people were dancing in the

projections, taking 3frames of

themselves interacting with the

pieces, and all of that.  Later, Mark

Tribe told me his Art of Curating class

at Brown University looked at

documentation of the opening, the

same week they were reading about

Relational Aesthetics.  In this

circumstance, the vibe was intentional

because I curated an online chat

room; casual relationships and

conversation were an inherent part of

seeing and understanding that

specific work.

Silvia Bianchi: Could you tell me

something about your future projects

?

Lindsay Howard: I’m going to be

releasing a new show with

Parallelograms, an online publication

that commissions web-based

projects, as well as writing a text for

an augmented reality exhibition

curated by Krystal South for the

Portland Art Museum. I am also

working with guest curators to bring a

year’s worth of exhibition

programming to 319 Scholes in

Brooklyn.  I am energized by the

versatility of the exhibitions, all

related to the internet and new

media, which, for me, testifies to the

vitality and broad range of concerns

and aesthetics within this emerging

community.
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http://lindsayhoward.net/

http://319scholes.org/

http://319scholes.org/july-14-2011-wa

llpapers-by-nicolas-sassoon-

and-sara-ludy/

http://speedshow.net/awareness-of-

everything/

http://blipfestival.org/2011/blip-festiv

al-gallery/

http://gettingcloser.net/
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Sound, Body, Volume. Performativity
According To Nico Vascellari

Silvia Scaravaggi

The text is published in the book by
Massimo Schiavoni entitled
“Performativi. Per uno sguardo
scenico contemporaneo”, Camerano
(AN); Gwynplaine Edizioni, 2011, pp.
254 â�” 260 (ISBN 98-88-95574-20-2)

Nico Vascellari is an italian artist born

in Vittorio Veneto (TV) in 1976. His

artworks have been exhibited at the

Monitor Gallery in Rome, one of the

most interesting galleries and also one

of the most interested in the research

in the contemporary art field.

His artworks and his performances

have been exhibited and staged in

some of the most important art

venues in Italy and abroad such as the

Venice Biennial, the Palace of

Exhibitions and the Museum of

Contemporary Art of Rome (MACRO),

the Museoin in Bozen, the MAMBo in

Bologna, the Tent in Rotterdam, the

Los Angeles Crisp Gallery in London,

Marina Abramovic Institute West in

San Francisco, talian Academy for

Advanced Studies in America at

Columbia University in New York. His

various accolades include the Premio

Acacia (2010), the Prize for Young

Italian Art created by DARC and

MAXXI-Museo Nazionale delle Arti del

XXI secolo (2006-2007), the New York

Prize promoted by the Italian Ministry

of Foreign Affairs and Columbia

University in New York (2006) and the

International Prize of Performance

(Dro, TN) (2005).

He is energetic, ubiquitous, an artist

and a musician, he is a genious and

has an apparent wild side, paying very

much attention to details he

combines in his artwork the moving

physical presence and the referential

conceptual contents.
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Nico Vascellari is an artist who

communicates mainly through the

performance, the video, the

installation. These tree creation fields

are able to enhance most of the

components characterizing his artistic

research.

Performance, installation and video

work are the language of possibility,

of constant change, of regeneration.

This “evolution theory” is a landmark

of Vascellari’s artistic work: moving,

changing place, changing, being in

movement. He does not want the

artwork to be static, he wants to make

something new out of it, to make it

come to life, to make it itself and

something different from itself; to

communicate it here and now, to

change it again in the future, like a

constantly evolving and changing

living being. Vascellari’s work is

autonomous and impure in its every

manifestation.

In the short text we are presenting

here, we want to point out, through

the analysis of some of Vascellari’s

artworks, how much the movement is

important to and grounded in the

crucial components of Vascellari’s art:

sound, substance and volume.

First of all sound expresses a scathing

and intimate instinct to act, to the

gesture, to the dynamic and active

behaviour. The noise, hardcore and

punk sound (which is known to be a

point of reference in Vascellari’s

background) is present in all the

artist’s appearances. A sound which is

very much alive in the performances,

which is full, strong, fierce, affected

by the active presence of the

audience and by Vascellari’s

experiences as a musician; a digital

sound which, when it is represented

through video artworks, becomes

constant distortion, dissonance,

incomprehensible harmony starting

up again from the origins of concrete

music and rolling down to the post-

post-post industrial era.

A particular comeback to a certain

sound, noise, clangour, reminds the

spectator who lived it, the

permanence act, and also reminds the

artwork user the origin of Vascellari’s

way of making art. So it is not by

chance that the first indication

revealing in the analysis of the artist’s

artistic activity, is sound. Sound

experience meant, also and most of

all, as a symbolic experience.
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Even starting from a primordial video

like Untitled Song (2004),

characterized by a non-narrative

linear simplicity, in which the main

character is the metallic sound of

parts of a drum breaking into pieces

rolling down almost endlessly in a

wood, we can see how much sound

and sound suggestion are prevalent in

Vascellari’s activity.

Musical experience: Sound and

Symbol (or rite)

A Great Circle (2003/2004) is a video

based on three different

performances. The opening prefigures

a dark and despairing setting, affected

by whistles, buzzes, a glimmer of a

weak light revealing nothing more

than you can imagine. The incipits is

roughly interrupted five minutes after

the beginning by some mountain

landscape daytime visions, a carsic

valley crossed by a human figure

moving through blankets of leaves

and woods covered with snow. The

character, coming from the

performance Nodo Terziario (2003), is

accompanied by sound, just like

nature is, and they both unveil

themselves like evocative and sudden

appearances.

The symbol or ritual is here very much

suggested by the images, the setting,

and by the main character’s

characterization. He wears a garish

multicolour mantle, made of many

fabric portions, and his head is

covered with an emerald green wool,

he walks slowly until he meets a

microphone becoming the tool for the

next action; the main character will

constantly follow the cable taking to

the symbolic object turning into

screams and sound. This activity

seems to influence the course of

nature, in which quiet moments and

sun light alternate with night darkness

illuminated by the moon’s glow.

The setting interweaves with frames

taken from the Glitter Secondario
(2003) performance: a band dressed

in glitter tracksuits performs in a tight

room. Meanwhile in the video the

night comes and in the woods the rite

rages: moon, sound, light flashes,

contractions…

“But who are the monsters coming

from the woods, threatening the civil

society, poking fun at it and

overturning it? The primigenial force

of nature, the unbridled energy which

has not met the limit of civil laws yet,
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becomes embodied in character with

many identities, who comes up again,

in the mists of times, in a dimension

which knows no limits of time and

space: the Wild Man”. [1]

The reference to a figure so present in

the Italian (but not only) popular

pagan tradition, is inspired by the

presence of an individual strongly

linked to the animal world, with a

garment – quoting once again the

essay by Maria Altiero – which “frills of

different colours and most of all bells

or objects able to produce deafening

noises can be applied to. The

behaviour of these characters is

always ruffled, extremely violent and

aiming at subverting the rules of the

quiet living”. [2]

The metamorphic ritual has a deeper

meaning to the link with the ancient

Greek thought, which Altiero

suggests. The man of the woods

represents the Wiseman in the Greek

theatre, so he is the one who through

the ritual, having lived in the wild

men’s shoes, accomplished an

experience of initiation and direct

knowledge of the meanings of men’s

and nature’s origins. The ritual

experience is then an extraordinary

experience through which the human

being can get to know more and get

to be more aware in order to live in a

better way.

The meaning of what we have just

talked about is reinforced by the

footage of the third performance

which completes the artwork: Buio
Primario (2003), whose video is

dominated by the physical and

emotional experience of Vascellari,

who is lives a week in a four-meter

narrow space, trying to reach a

primordial stage to live in, producing,

creating, eating, setting himself free.

Performance experience: Substance

and Volume

The sculpture is for sure a guide

language for Vascellari. [3] The

artwork Revenge (2007), presented
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initially at the Sala Marceglia of the

Arsenale during the 52nd

International Art Exhibition Venice

Biennial as a site specific installation

and with three performances with

John Wiese, and in following stages as

a video and a performance (TTV

Festival 2008, Riccione), represents

the will of giving shape, substance,

volume to the creative inspiration.

60 amplifiers are installed on an

impressive concave wall obtained by

burned wood and they were landed

by as many bands and underground

musicians. This becomes the perfect

stage for the performance moment.

Nico Vascellari kicks into action

interacting with the wall: the noise

amplifies, gets out of the speakers

and comes back to the microphone,

the wall itself comes to life, plays,

whimpers, whistles, activates

constantly reacting to what is

happening nearby.

The substance is then meant as

objectivity and tridimensionality, of

the presence and the vision, of the

hearing. It is the lowest common

denominator which draws nearer the

concrete object and the immaterial

sound. Both the sound and the thing,

as an installation and sculptural

element, can be qualified and

quantified by the volume marking

them. Vascellari’s experience is a

volumetric experience.

I hear a shadow (2009) is the artwork

in which you can feel and experience

the importance of volume the most: a

huge melted bronze monolithic statue

dominates the space (first the

Lambretto Art Project in Milan, then

the Museion in Bozen). It is the bronze

cast of the detonated top of a marble

mountain, and its surface underwent

a special treatment which made it

look like carbon, a burned mass,

signed, carved, and alive, layered, old.

This mass complies with a second

treatment dealing with volume: the

conversation which Nico Vascellari

has with it during the performance is

a speech recalling the sounds coming

from within the earth, it is a constant

comeback of frequencies,

fluctuations, pressures generated by

the artist’s action on the bronze body,

and makes it possible to hear the

sounds linked to other ones selected

and elaborated by musicians who are

present during the performance

action.
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The audiovisual experience: Video and

Installation

An artwork like A Great Circle (2003-

2004) makes it clear since the

beginning of his activity, that Nico

Vascellari is not interested in the

video as a documentation. The video

is a complete artwork, it stands on its

own and has its autonomy and

strength.

To make this independence from the

video evident, Vascellari tries to avoid

a rhythmic and didactic interaction

between sound and images. The video

is almost never clear, the image

remains evocative, it suggests you to

imagine what is about to happen. The

blurred, syncopated perception is a

constant characteristic in the video

shots, characterized by a frenetic

editing and by a constant overlapping,

stratification of vision and sound

levels.

For the introduction, the creation and

the exhibition of the video, Vascellari

makes use of both the total

immersion in the video installation

environment, and the frontal vision on

monitor. The meeting modalities

between artwork, space and the user

are evident in an artwork like HYMN
(2008) installation presented during

the Manifesta 7, inside the Ex

Manifattura tabacchi in Rovereto TN).

In this installation, lyrically composed,

the video is presented as an

immersive projection, projected onto

perspex glass, mirror and wood

fragments. In a completely different

way, in the Lago Morto installation

(2009) for the Kunsthaus in Graz, the

Lago Morto band tour, which took

place in Vittorio Veneto in May 2009,

is proposed with simultaneous videos

on different monitors for a frontal

vision.

It is in the presentation, in the fruition

modality that the video maintains

some peculiarities of the

performance: the preponderance of

the woods, its traditions, the

underground, the contamination, the

quotation, the stratification, the

constant mutation. These

prerogatives, staying intact in the

passage from the performance to the

video, are the basis of the

performance experience and the

audiovisual experience of Nico

Vascellari‘s artwork.
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http://www.monitoronline.org

Notes:

[1] -M. Altiero, L’uomo selvatico nel

carnevale: il rituale di Cournon, in A.M.

Monteverdi, La maschera

Volubile, Pisa, Titivillus Edizioni, 2000,

pp. 39-44.

[2] - Ibidem.

[3] - A tal proposito, si rimanda al

testo di A. Lissoni, Tempered from

living between a rock and a hard

place, in

Catalogo della mostra “Nico

Vascellari” (a cura di L. Ragaglia, 5.6-

29.8.2010, Museion, Bolzano), Milano,

Mousse Publishing, 2010, pp. 112-119.
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Craft Hacking In The Loom. Christy Matson And
Melissa Barron

Mathias Jansson

Christy Matson and Melissa Barron are

two artists that combines digital

videogames with weaving. In there art

they explores the borders between

virtual images and real images, but

also the close relationship between

the early computer history and the

tradition of handicraft.

In the beginning of 1800 the french

manufacturer Joseph Jaquard

invented a mechanical loom that

could weave complex patterns with

help of punch cards. The idea with

punch cards was later adapted and

used to program computers, so you

could say that thanks to the wish to

mechanize handicraft products the

computer technology was developed.

Both Matson and Barron are using the

Jaquard loom in there art to weave

patterns found in the digital realm.

Matson has created landscapes from

the videogame Loom and Barron has

created weaving from different crack

screens found in Apple II games.

The term “Craft Hackers” is an

appropriate description of Matson’s

and Barron’s art. The term Craft

Hackers was used at a panel

discussion held at the New Museum in

december 2008 about “artists who

use crafting techniques to explore

high-tech culture and the relationship

between needlework and computer

programming.” Beside Christy

Matson, artists as Ben Fino-Radin,

who translate the World Wide Web

into needlepoint sculptures of yarn

and plastic; Cody Trepte, who

embroidery reminds of retired

computer punch cards and Cat Mazza,

who knit moving images i yarn, were

represented in the panel.
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In this issue DigiMag takes a deeper

look at Craft Hacking and asks Christy

Matson and Melissa Barron (who

recently joined the panel

(he)artbreaking to the core at ISEA

2011 Istanbul) about the combination

of videogames, art and craft.

Mathias Jansson: Christy what is your

relationship to videogames?

Christy Matson: I don’t play

videogames, so I have almost no

relationship at all to them. When I was

a child, we had an Atari and I

remember playing Pac Man on it. I

think my brother broke it after a

couple of months though. I was in

elementary school when the first

Nintendos came out and I recall being

the only kid in my class whose

parent’s wouldn’t buy them one. I

played games like 
Super Mario Bros

often when I would go to other kid’s

houses. We had computer games as a

child though, I would spend hours

playing games like 
Oregon Trail,

Where in the World in Carmen San

Diego and King’s Quest. King Quest is

probably most similar to LOOM in the

structure of the game and how you

progress through it.

A former student turned me onto the

game LOOM after hearing me lecture

about my work. I learned to play to

game just so that I could capture all of

the screen shots out of it. The game is

from the early 90′s so in many ways it

is reminiscent of the style of games

that I would play as a child in the 80′s.

Mathias Jansson: And you Melissa

when did your passion for old Apple

games woke?

Melissa Barron: My first experience

with the Apple 2 computer was in

elementary school in the mid 90s. I

played a lot of the MECC games such

as Number Munchers, Spellevator,
Odell Lake, and The Oregon Trail. I
didn’t have a computer at home, so I

only played the games that were

available at school. I remember being

intrigued by the Apple 2 at that age,

but I was never allowed to do

anything more with it besides play

games. It would have been fun to

learn how to program and make my

own games, but we were never given

the option.

At that time I didn’t even know that

the Commodore 64 and Atari systems

existed. After I left elementary school

I forgot about the Apple 2 and it
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wasn’t until recently (2009) that I

realized that emulators existed and

rediscovered a lot of the old games I

used to play. I’ve since acquired actual

hardware and now try to do a lot of

things I never was able to do when I

was younger, such as programming.

Mathias Jansson: Christy your

experience with the adventure game

Loom, published by Lucasfilms Games

in 1990, resulted in the project

Loomscape. Can you tell me why you

choosed the game Loom?

Christy Matson: I knew I wanted to

use the game Loom as source

material for a project. I had been

combining sound and hand-weaving

for a number of years so this game

was right up my alley. Up to this point,

I had mainly been using the Jacquard

loom to weave abstract imagery, but

this felt like the perfect opportunity to

combine weaving and

representational imagery. I liked that

while referencing landscapes, the

images are fantastical, surreal and

invented. I used the horizontal format

for the weavings because it

referenced both the tradition of

narrative storytelling via tapestry

weaving (Bayeux Tapestry for

example) as well as the format for

how the game is laid out (i.e. when

the protagonist, Bobbin Threadbare

walks off the screen to the left, the

entire landscape changes frame by

frame.)

The Jacquard seemed a great output

method for these piece too because

of its historical connections to the

early computing technology. In fact, in

the game LOOM, there is a “great

loom” that more or less reigns over

what’s left of the planet (the game

takes place in the future, in a post-

apocalyptic environment. the Earth

has been destroyed by technology

and the only survivors are crafts-

people: Weavers, Blacksmiths, and

Shepherds.) The landscapes are

actually beautiful when woven. I used

a cotton yarn together with a stainless

steel yarn. The pieces were washed

after I made them and the cotton

shrank in way that the stainless steel

did not. The surface of the pieces is

actually quite dimensional and tactile.

Although the pieces are presented flat

and stretched, they had a 3D surface

quality to them that I think contrasts

nicely with the flat quality of the

screen in the game.
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Mathias Jansson: Melissa you have

also work with the Jacquard Loom. In

the Apple 2 crack screens woven on a
tc-1 jacquard loom project you used

crack screens, i.e the intro crackers

made to show the world who had

cracked the copyright protection of

the game?

Melissa Barron: The connection

between the Jacquard loom and the

first computer was the main reason

why I started working on the loom. I

wanted to see what I could do with

the machine and definitely wanted to

try and glitch it. What I found exciting

about the loom was that fact that the

machine wasn’t completely

computerized, it still required the user

to stand at the loom and pass the

shuttle (the device that holds the

thread) back and forth. This added

another chance of possible

mistakes/errors that I would

unintentionally make myself, which I

often did.

Mathias Jansson: Melissa you mention

you tried to “glitch” the Loom. What

kind of glitches are you looking for in

your art?

Melissa Barron: When I’m working

with the Apple 2 emulator, most of

the time I’ll just open a disk image in a

text editor and then take out or add

various bits in different places. I’ve

noticed patterns in disk images where

I know it will create something

interesting and then try to avoid the

places I know would just break the

disk entirely. I’ll then usually transfer it

to a floppy disk to see it work on the

hardware. When I want to work on the

actual hardware, I’ll usually open the

software in a sector editor and play

around with that. It’s more difficult

that way, but I’ve never been afraid of

doing things the hard way. I don’t

really look for any particular type of

glitch, I mainly just work until I find

something beautiful.

Although, I do like being able to see

fragments of the original source. With

the weavings, I didn’t just want to

weave screen captures of glitches. I

wanted to weave images that I could

glitch while utilizing different

functions of the loom and various

weave structures. I wanted the loom

to create the glitches. The outcome

was a bit more unexpected and it

created pieces that are incredibly

fragile that continue to deteriorate as

they are handled more.
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Mathias Jansson: Christy you have

returned to the game Loom in one of

you later work Future Positive In this

case its a more a loose relationships

between the virtual game world and

the real installation?

Christy Matson: In Future Positive we

(also a collaboration with Jon and

Sarah) were only referencing the

videogame very, very loosely. We

weren’t really interested in making

super direct or overt relationships

between the game and the work in

the show but it was used as a starting

point for building the narrative around

each of the three vignettes in the

show.

We decided to use the structure of

the video game to create three tiered

“levels” (environments / kits / etc)

with the idea that the three

installations would be in order with

the first one being plant based, the

second one with conductive sheep,

and the third inspired by a lightning

storm.

At this point there is no direct

correlation between the actual game

and the 3 different pieces in the show

but we do feel there are numerous

relationships between materials

(cloth, rocks, metal wires, paper),

representational imagery (shoes, rugs,

sheep and flower sculptures) and

phenomenology (lighting, sound,

implied narratives from the titles, etc)

which are rich with possibilities such

that the entire show might lay bare an

elemental vocabulary through which

viewers might reconstruct any

number of narratives.

One of the pieces on display, Twin
Flowers + Magnetize Money Spell Kit,

is a floor-to-ceiling walk-through

environment with electro-acoustic

solar-powered flora hanging over a

ball-point-pen-plotted rendering of

Jeff the “Dude” Lebowski‘s famous

“soiled” carpet. A second piece titled 6
Minutes to Diamond Consciousness
has two sculptural sheep that conduct

six volts of electric power as they

engage in psychic warfare with a

large-scale two-dimensional

rendering.

The third piece Star Doves Smoky
Mountain Light Is comprised primarily

of an animal form immersed in flashes

of projected and reflected light of

questionable intent. So while the

game functioned as a starting point,
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the working process was much looser

and the work became something else

all together.

Mathias Jansson: You have both

mention the importance of the MECC

game Oregon Trail. UAn education

game about the 19th century pioneer

life on the Oregon Trail. The game was

first release in 1971 and have since

then been published in new versions.

Melissa you have dedicated many

hours to translate the game into L337,

chatspeak and LOLcats grammar. The

final work is called 73H 0r3g0n 7r41L,

but why did you choose Oregon Trail?

Melissa Barron:Oregon Trail was a

popular and iconic game for a lot of

people my age. Because of this I

didn’t really want to change the story

line all that much but update it for a

newer generation that never played

the original game. I enjoy combining

the old with the new in order to

create something completely

different. Changing the text also

makes it harder to play the game and

it almost becomes another game

trying to decipher it if you aren’t

familiar with the language. Also,

considering that it was an educational

game it makes it even funnier to me.

Mathias Jansson: So, how did you

create73H 0r3g0n 7r41L?

Melissa Barron:The creation of 73H
0r3g0n 7r41L was a simple but long

process. I was reminded of the game

after hearing about a newer version

being released on the iPhone, and

after a quick search I found the disk

images and an Apple 2 emulator to

play the original game that I

remembered. I tried opening the disk

images in a text editor (TextEdit for

Mac) and amongst the mess of ascii

characters, I recognized text strings

from the game. I then changed a

couple of those characters just to see

what would happen. It worked and

from there I proceeded to change

every character in the game. Bit by

bit. This was the only way I knew how

to do it at that time.
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It took months as you can imagine.

The hardest part was that I had to

preserve the original byte count. If I

added one too many characters or left

one out, it would break the game. As

you can imagine I made a lot of

mistakes but sometimes they created

really interesting glitches. The

video,Error 107 at line #312
(http://vimeo.com/9776379) is a

screen capture of my very first glitch.

The various glitches that occurred

during 

73H 0r3g0n 7r41L

process was

the inspiration for some of my later

glitch weavings.

http://www.cmatson.com/index.htm

l”

http://melissabarron.net/”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I

EGLBwNlukw
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Urban Critique Practices. An Interview To
Democracia Collective

Pia Bolognesi

Être fort pour être utile. The latest

project by the Spanish collective

Democracia, Ser y Durarwas born

from this very aphorism, coined in 1912

by the Natural Method theorist

Georges Hébert, instructor of physical

education and French Marine (video,

18’30’’, 2011).

After Skating Carabanchel (2005) and

Welfare State (2007-2008), this

artwork by Iván López e Pablo España

is the conclusive chapter of a trilogy

dedicated to the city of Madrid,

staging a recording inside the

cemetery of Almudena of a session of

Parkour, a metropolitan discipline

popularized at the end of the Eighties,

which today has become a practice of

critical action based on the

overcoming of any type of obstacle,

through the adaptation of one’s own

body to the surrounding environment

[1].

Starting from the very title , the work

of Democracia (a personal exhibition

is currently taking place in Milan until

October 18 at the Prometeogallery by

Ida Pisani) situates itself as a crisis of

contemporary contradictions

between subject and historical

context, a re-formulation that goes

beyond the physical practice

expressed by the traceurs [2], and

focuses entirely on the relation with

the environment.

The action takes place in the part of

the necropolis where the artist Wolf

Vostell, and the leaders of the socialist

party Pablo Iglesias, Julian Besteiro e

Francisco Largo Caballero, the laic
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philosophers Xavier Zubiri and Pedro

Lain Entralgo, are buried. It is a place

dedicated to preserve the memory of

the modern social utopia. The choice

to create a pathway through the

tombstones where one can find

epitaphs such “Freedom, Love and

Socialism” is expression of a tension

between an immobile narration—the

funerary monument—and the

transient nature of the physical act,

born from a popular culture that has

nothing to do with the era of a

revolution that remained unfinished.

According to this reading, the de-

contextualisation produced by the

obstacle/monument enacted by the

Parkour stands for a critical rendering

of contemporary society, reinforced

by a contradiction given by a

discipline that evolves thanks to the

appropriation of military training

techniques. In fact, the theory of

George Hébert originates from an

empirical practice that he developed

himself during a period of deployment

in St Pierre in 1902 (Martinique).

It is interesting to note how methods

created for the control and

containment of social unrest get

turned into a desire that expresses a

feeling of participation and sharing.

According to España and López:

“despite sounding paradoxical, it

consists of a humanism that has

military roots that should not surprise

us, since the principal scope of today’s

army is nothing but that of the

humanitarian missions or the missions
of peace” (être utile) [3].

If in the words of Hébert [4] one can

find the rules that have brought about

the Parkour, his philosophy carries the

notion of the bon sauvage by the

pedagogue Jean-Jacque Rousseau.

For the latter, only an attentive

observation of nature can guide the

individual towards a correct physical

and moral formation. [5] Thus, the

physical training is read as an

instrument for a modern paideia,

whose competitive nature is

neutralized in favor of an ethical

reflection on the concept of

individual, and where the obstacle is

overcome only by suppressing the

competition and by controlling the

desire to direct both the action and

the sensibility governing it.

In this sense, Ser y Durar recreates all

the complexity of an iconographic

architecture –the dynamic relation

between the body and the monument

by totally re-drawing the space of the

necropolis—that addresses the need

for a new practice representation in

the metropolitan context and in the

social practice. Here one can’t help be

reminded of Situazionist

Psicogeography, in its radical

subjective interpretation of the urban

space.

However, while the latter aspired to
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the creation of a United Urbanism, the

projects of the duo from Madrid don’t

seem to contain any trace of it. [6]

One can find a point of connection in

the use of détournement as an

instrument that introduces (and

retrieve, re-utilizes, reconverts totally)

current and past productions of arts

into a superior construction of the

environment. [7]

Political and social reflection is a

constant element accompanying the

work of Democracia, as is the care for

the symbolic structures of

contemporary society that express

themselves through a praxis founded

one a mix of opposed languages. In

this sense, the détournement using

consumer culture aspects (such as

advertising, graphics employed by

subcultures, merchandising)

employed into the realization of

artworks with a strong theoretical

matrix (here are explicit references to

Benjamin, Adorno, Rancière), is

incorporated as part of a narrative re-

definition of the forms of

representation of public space and

new urban languages.

The path ending in Ser y Durarlay bare

the cultural codes of institutional

communication, obtained through

mechanism of community

identification aimed at the

overcoming of individual autonomy.

A further connection consists in the

demystification of the self-referential

component in the artistic

performance. This happens in favor of

the ascertainment of the marginality,

the subcultures, and more generally,

the communities that don’t normally

find any definition in the performative

video, but in rare cases of mediation

(the artist as interpret of a given social

identity).

Ser y Durar
is one such example. With

the practice of 
walking

 being

recuperated, especially in the visual

arts as a autobiographical re-

appropriation of the public, physical

and biological space, Democracia

chooses eight professional 
traceurs

 to

pass the obstacles (not only material),

obscuring their identity with hoods

and scarves.

This causes a lack of identification

with the artwork by the artist and

indicates an opening toward the

expressive ellipsis, whose expounding

can be found in the capitalist

marketing—as the market has always
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based its strategy on a homogeneous

individuation of any possible buyer. In

this case too, the usual codes of

commercial language are detached

drastically from their regular context

of use, they are subverted and

incorporated into a targeted action.

The direct action upon the territory is

normally defined as a contemporary

derivation of the works of Land Art

from the Seventies. These works were

the first to generate the possibility for

the artist to re-elaborate the static

artwork in a intellectual and physical

sense, with respect to the relationship

between subject and landscape.

In reality, because of its attention to

the dynamics of utilization of the

space by the social fluxes, Ser y Durar

goes beyond the “sublime”

interpretation of the relationship

human-environment.

For instance, let’s take the artworks by

Richard Long. They are based on the

action of walking, as in Walking a Line

in Perù (1972). Here the author

explores the desert environment

through his strolling, privileging the

meditative and contemplative nature

of his relationship with space, but

leaving behind the significance of this

context for the communities that live

there (in this case peripheral).[8]

The result of a political context that

prioritizes the individual affirmation, a

similar intervention expressing a

perspective on the arts as

subjectivation of reality, is now very

difficult to find. The cultural actuality

tends to focus on the void to be filled

in the political system, as artists such

as Democracia try to materialize

through the valorization of mass

cultural archetypes, at the

intersection between the aesthetic

representation, the power

relationships and the shared

responsibilities of the civil society.

Pia Bolognesi: Ser y Durar is the last

chapter of a trilogy dedicated to

Madrid. How was the project born and
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why did you choose to utilize the

natural method of Georges Hébert?

Democracia: The first two works

composing the trilogy that ends with

Ser y Durar, are Skating
Carabancheland Welfare State. In

Skating Carabanchel (with El perro, a

formation preceding Democracia)

some skaters skate in the Carabanchel

prison, a building built during the

regime of Franco and destined to host

the political prisoners. In Welfare
State instead, the destruction of a

bidonville is turned into a sort of

spectacle by inviting a conspicuous

group of spectators to attend this

demolition from a terrace.

ForSer y Durar, we started form a

place like the civil cemetery of

Madrid, where a great amount of

failed dreams of emancipation of the

Spanish society are buried.

Our intention was to go beyond this

memory, by putting it in contact with

some type of contemporary cultural

expression. Then we learnt that the

parkour comes originally from the

military training developed by the

French army. We found that

practicing this urban sport, by de-

contextualizing it inside the cemetery,

would add to the current action a

further level of reading. After all, a

significant number of people buried in

the cemetery were anti-fascist

resistors in the Spanish civil war, some

of them in the Second World War.

For this reason, the different logos

printed on the uniforms of the

traceurs are some sort of military

medals symbolizing different aspects

of battles for emancipation.

Pia Bolognesi: The artwork explicitly

credits the concept of

psychogeography Lettrist and

Situationist. Here it is central how “the

study of the precise effects that the

geographical territory, intentionally

ordered or not, impart directly on the

behavior of the individuals”. [9] I find

that there is a difference in the use of

the dérive, as in the traceur practice it

maintains its active connotation (a

preference for the structure of the

labyrinth, the abandonment of the

urban configuration, the rapid back

and forth between the two elements).

At the same time, it loses its passive

meaning, tending towards re-

establishing the construction of a

utopian and pre-definite path that
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goes beyond the morphologic

determinism.

Democracia: The common point is the

urban critique. On the one hand, the

practice of psychogeography made it

clear the level of alienation to which

we are subjected in our everyday life,

and the derive provided a technique

to lose yourself in the city, far from

the plans dictated by the urbanists.

On the other hand, the parkour draw a

map that ought to be followed,

architectural barriers and street

configuration notwithstanding.

Thus, it is not a less subjective

experimenting with the city, since the

traceur dismantles the order and the

flux imposed by the city itself.

While the practice of skateboarding
has been often compared to the

psychogeography, nothing has been

noted regarding the parkour, where in

reality this relation is way more

visible. Ironically, the reason can

found in the progressive

commercialization and incorporation

into the mass culture of the skate, as

opposed to the exclusion form the

market and successive

marginalization of the parkour.

Pia Bolognesi: In this perspective, the

choice to set this non-catholic action

in the Almudena cemetery is not just a

political act, but also a gesture to the

lack of any monument to utopia.

Democracia:  Yes, for us it was

important that the action be some

sort of subtle monument, with the

ultimate goal to recollect the utopian

movements and their failure (the

ultimate burial). If we look at the

parkour through a

psychogeographical perspective – as a

sort of critical practice aimed at the

contemporary city– it is possible to

read it as a post-political praxis, and

as a practice that goes beyond the

politics of political parties and unions

represented by the tombs and the

shrines located in the cemetery

Claudia D’Alonzo: The traceur rejects

the symbolic power of architecture. In

the video, bodies move in a space that

is both architectural and monumental.

Is there any reference to the theories

of the “counter-monument” by James
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E. Young? [10]

Democracia: There is a connection in

the idea that memory is something

fragmentary that never stands

immobile but is gradually constructed

through simple factors, such as the

desire to re-interpret it through

action, thus activating a reflection in

the spectator. The reflection starts

from some tension created in a

specific frame thanks to a sudden and

deep symbolic bout, and from an

action that oscillates in-between

profanation and homage.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Another fascinating

aspect of the parkour is the obstacle.

The obstacle is turned into what

allows the body to do extraordinary

performances. This emerges, for

example, in the documentary My
Playground, [11] realized by the Danish

filmmaker Kaspar Astrup Schröder.

What is the significance of this way to

conceive of the obstacle?

Democracia:  It is important to note

that the documentary My Playgroung
offers a perspective on the parkour as

a domesticated practice, by showing

architects who think about building a

big park to facilitate the training of

parkour and freerunning. There is

nothing more opposed to the

philosophy of the parkour. It is

interesting to challenge the pre-

established function of architecture;

more precisely, to understand the

obstacle as an element of stimulus of

the movement, but when this is

normalized and normativized, the

parkour loses its importance as critical

practice. More important than the

physical obstacle is the challenge to

the municipal directives that regulate

the contemporary city, and its illegal

nature in a public space that is

increasingly controlled.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Time is a

fundamental element in Ser Y Durar:
the juxtaposition between the

immobile time of the monumental

space and the hyperkinetic time of

the traceurs. How did you work on the

shots, the editing and post-

production, in order to reproduce

such contrast between the two

antithetical temporal dimensions?

Democracia: Editing and

postproduction employ the usual

standards used in the videos of
parkour available online. We decided

to approach the visual aesthetics
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typical of this youth culture. I think we

can easily say that the contrast you

noted is implicit in the typical visual

documentation of the parkour. If in
this case this contrast is accentuated

it is due to the location of the

cemetery, and not to the particular

editing. Consider also that this video

doesn’t have any narrative, but

documents (in a more or less

aesthetic manner) an action. The

contrast between the two time

dimensions is generated rather

automatically, from the choice of the

space and the practice of the parkour.

Pia Bolognesi: The use of antithetical

languages in our works has created a

well-recognizable grammar. In it, one

can find all mixed together graphics,

political theory and reflection on the

urban spaces, and the social systems.

For Ser y Durar, the iconographic

element of the necropolis is in

constant relation to the symbolic

matter, especially in the

characterization of the traceurs, for

whom you have created a system of

logos, an effective allegory of value. In

addition, one can find a constant

oscillation between the static nature

of the monument and the ever-

changing nature of the action.

In particular, the video never finds a

conclusion. We can find it installed in

Prometeogallery on mono- channel,

while the exhibition Declining
Democracy at Strozzina (Florence

until January 22 2012) has been

conceived for three screens.

Democracia: As you correctly noted,

the video is an open work, being part

of a bigger project, which allows it to

be modified in its modes of

exposition. Beside the video, there are

other elements that compose Ser y
Durar

: the logos of the uniforms of the

traceurs (referring to different

aspects: the working class, the

internationalism, anarchy and the

secret societies, the revolution), and

the photographic images of certain

symbols (A for anarchy, a star, specific

epitaphs) that have been transformed

into posters and were hung in public

spaces for the presentation of the

project in Berlin. Moreover, there is

the publication of the catalogue for

Prometeogallery, where you can find

essays and writings that explain

further various aspects of the project.Ser y Durar 

is still a project open to

various other approaches.
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Claudia D’Alonzo:  In your works you

invert or deconstruct codified

practices and behaviors. However, I

think that unlike many practices of

culture jamming, this deconstruction

is never pushed towards the

attribution of specific different

meanings. You let the public decide

openly what to make of it or you

make evident the void left by the

subtraction of the pre-constituted

meaning. What do you think of this

reading of your work?

Democracia:  We always let the public

decide freely on the meaning, we

believe in the idea of an emancipated

spectator, who always has a personal

reading and adds a new meaning to

complement the work. However, this

position brings us sometimes to be as

literal as possible. For example, in

some project we have affirmed “State

Murderer”: there is not a lot to

interpret here. It is clear that we

utilize strategies of culture jamming,

ma in an instrumental way, that is , as

a communicative guerrilla and use of

mass culture with the goal to make

ironic statements on the homogeneity

of popular culture and the seduction

of advertisement.

http://www.democracia.com.es

http://www.prometeogallery.com

http://www.strozzina.org

Notes:

[1] – See: What is Parkour?

Americanparkour.com

[2] – A definition of the parkour

practitioners. In italian, tracciatori.

[3] – Pablo España, Iván López ,

Exhibition Catalogue Ser y Durar,

Prometeogallery, 2011, p. 3.

[4] – Georges Hébert, L’éducation
physique ou l’entraînement complet
par la méthode naturelle, Librairie

Vuibert, Paris, 1912.

[5] – Jean-Jacque Rousseau, Il
contratto sociale, Feltrinelli, Milano,

2003.

[6] – AA.VV., Problemi preliminari alla
costruzione di una situazione, in

AA.VV., Internazionale Situazionista

1958-1969, Nautilus, Torino, 1994, p. 13.

[7] – Definition of Unitarian Urbanism:

“A theory of the utilization of arts and

techniques concurring to the integral

construction of an environment

dynamically linked with behavioral

experiences”. Ibid. The U.U. is defined

during the polemic against the

functionalism aimed at the

conservation and support of the
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